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Carbon Crunching Councils: Business Case for 
Shared GHG Inventory Platform 

1. Introduction

The Carbon Crunching Councils (CCC) is a collaboration between Strathbogie Shire Council, Benalla Rural 

City Council, Murrundindi Shire Council and Towong Shire Council. They have a project under the 

Collaborative Council – Sustainability Fund Partnership (CCSFP) Program which is led by Strathbogie Shire 

Council.  

The CCC program involved two phases. The first phase was carried out by CarbonetiX with the aim to 

review the utilities data under each Council’s remit to uncover issues with the data and invoicing, as well as 

make recommendations (see Appendix F).  

Ndevr Environmental was engaged to carry out the second phase of the program with the aim to undertake 

the research and shortlisting of tools for a shared greenhouse gas (GHG) inventory capture and calculation 

method suitable for implementation by the CCC.  

This report constitutes the deliverable of phase two of the CCC program. It provides an overview of the 

project findings and the basis for the business case for Councils to put forward to secure internal funding to 

establish a GHG inventory platform. 

1.1. Project Overview 

Phase two of the project involved an iterative and collaborative process between Ndevr Environmental and 

the Project Steering Group (PSG), the main stages being: 

a) Identify councils needs. Firstly, Ndevr Environmental conducted research to identify available GHG

inventory tools and software. Then, a survey was conducted via SurveyMonkey of relevant Council

stakeholders to determine Council requirements and Key Performance Indicators (KPIs). The

criteria and the weighting assigned by survey respondents can be seen in Figure 1. The most

important criterion was automation of data collation, calculation and reporting as well as value for

money due to Councils’ resource issues.

This section provides a background overview of the project and approach to identifying and shortlisting 
suppliers.  



Figure 1: Weighted criteria used for the initial shortlist of GHG inventory tools 

*Order from left to right: Automatic data collation, automatic GHG inventory calculation, automatic reporting, value for 
money, fleet data, multiple users, tracking performance over time, communication with staff, investigating data manually,
waste data, water data, identification of improvement opportunities, tracking performance against targets, assisting 
understanding of energy usage, compliance with mandatory standards (e.g. National Greenhouse and Energy Reporting 
Scheme), support services, output functionality, bill validation and payment, forecasting capability, oversight by provider, 
compliance with voluntary schemes (e.g. National Carbon Offset Standard).

b) Identify available platforms and providers. Ndevr Environmental then conducted reviews of the

available tools and software via desktop research, communications with providers and external

stakeholder feedback. A filtering process based on the weighted criteria from the first phase

created a shortlist of suitable providers. Summary information and rankings of the shortlisted

providers, as well as the exclusions, was supplied to the PSG (see Appendix A).

c) Shortlist to the most suitable for demonstrations. The PSG used the aforementioned information

to select the providers they would like to see a demonstration from (Figure 2).

Figure 2: PSG preferences for demonstration 

The providers which were selected for demonstration were: 

• Trellis (via teleconference at Strathbogie Shire Council on 17 April 2019)

• Kinesis (via teleconference at Strathbogie Shire Council on 17 April 2019)

• BidEnergy (in person at Strathbogie Shire Council on 17 April 2019)

• Azility (previously PlanetFootprint) also provided an in-person demonstration to the Ndevr

Environmental team at its Melbourne office on 2 May 2019, based on interest expressed by the

PSG.



d) Obtain indicative proposals from the most suitable for Carbon Crunching Councils business case.

The PSG selected three finalists: Trellis, BidEnergy and Azility. The providers were selected based on

the intuitive interface of their platform and resource efficiency capability across the environmental,

asset and finance departments. For further information on the software platforms and the provider

offerings, see Appendices C-E.

The business case for action is provided in the next section.



2. Business Case

2.1. Proposal 

Councils are seeking to implement a shared service that manages Councils’ utilities and GHG data as well as 

associated reporting requirements. The process of building this business case included an in-depth filtering 

process of available platforms, as per the attached interim reports on shortlisting of potential providers. 

2.2. Value Proposition 

2.2.1. Environmental 

The Victorian Government’s Climate Change Act 2017 sets out a target for net zero emissions by 2050. As 

part of achieving this target, the State has committed to implementing a system of periodic reporting, 

including GHG emissions reporting, to provide transparency, accountability and to ensure the community 

remains informed. 

In line with this, Councils need to be conducting GHG reporting. Further, there is growing expectation among 

communities that their local Council will lead by example in emissions reduction efforts, which are best 

tracked by GHG reporting mechanisms. 

Each of the four Councils in the Carbon Crunching Councils partnership have made environmental pledges as 

summarised in the table below: 

Table 1: PSG Council climate change and sustainability commitments 

Council Document Commitment 

Strathbogie 

Draft Sustainable Strathbogie 

Shire 2030 

Set a target for net zero corporate emissions from 2017 

levels by 2025 

Council Plan 2017-2021 
Set out a goal to sustainably manage its natural 

environment and built environment 

Murrindindi Council Plan 2017-2021 

Set out a goal to reduce its resource consumption 

under the overarching theme to maintain and enhance 

places to be attractive, livable, and in balance with the 

natural environment 

Benalla Council Plan 2017-2021 

Set out a goal to establish a Greenhouse Gas Emission 

Reduction target for Council facilities and operations 

under its overarching sustainable environment theme, 

hence requiring inventory and monitoring 

Towong Council Plan 2017-2021 
Lists one of the strategic objectives to be environmental 

sustainability 

An analysis of the finalist providers’ platforms and services and stakeholder consultations reveal that all of 

them provide robust audit trails. However, Azility appears to have greater output functionality for GHG 

This section presents the business case for a shared GHG inventory platform. For reference Appendix B 
provides a guide to developing business cases that the PSG may wish to use if individual council business 
cases are required. 



inventory and reporting, including auto-populated reporting templates for internal uses, not just data 

reports. 

2.2.2. Resources 

A key issue faced by regional Councils is resource constraints. As it currently stands, Councils have expressed 

difficulty in, or lack of, effective and efficient resource utilities management, and GHG accounting and 

reporting due to their resourcing issues. Currently, the Carbon Crunching Councils have three full-time 

equivalent (FTE) officers undertaking environment and sustainability roles and/or tasks across the four 

municipalities. In addition to environmental reporting requirements, such staff are required to operate 

across planning, biodiversity, policy, regulation, community engagement, and other functions. Further, the 

complexities of GHG reporting make it difficult for current staff to adequately report in line with certain 

standards. Hence, the automation components of GHG inventory and utility software alleviate the 

aforementioned resource capacity issues. 

The efficiencies obtained in utilising GHG inventory and utility software also fall in line with State and local 

policies. The Local Government Act 1989 requires local governments to endeavour to achieve the best 

outcomes for their local community, which includes ensuring that resources are used effectively and 

efficiently. The four Councils in the Carbon Crunching Councils partnership have made various operational 

pledges as summarised in the table below: 

Table 2: Operational pledges from Strathbogie Shire Council, Benalla Rural City Council and Towong Shire Council 

Council Document Commitment 

Strathbogie Council Plan 2017-2021 
Set out a goal to be a high performing shire, with a key 

strategy to continue to focus on operational efficiencies 

Benalla Council Plan 2017-2021 

Under the theme for a high performing organisation, 

Benalla set out a goal to pursue innovation and 

efficiency in systems and processes 

Towong Council Plan 2017-2021 

Under its objective to achieve organisational 

improvement, Towong has identified goals to improve 

service delivery and reduce costs through process 

improvement and shared services, and deploy software 

that leverages improved IT infrastructure 

Murrindindi Council Plan 2017-2021 

Under the ‘Our Promise’ objective, Murrindindi aim to 

ensure their culture, systems and technologies 

encourage and enable innovation in their business 

practices and service delivery. Aligned with this, Council 

already utilise Planet Footprint for carbon inventory. 

2.2.3. Economic 

Council budgets are subject to public scrutiny and, like all organisations, Councils are required to ensure the 

best use of funds and financial sustainability. The finalist GHG inventory and utility management software 

have either annual or month-to-month subscription costs which can be seen in section 2.3. 

These costs can be offset by savings made from bill validation capabilities (i.e. identifying discrepancies and 

instances of overcharging) of the software, including identification of better tariff structures. BidEnergy 

claims that 10% of bills have issues to be resolved and estimates administrative savings in the order of $15-



$30 per bill processed. The financial savings attributable to improved utility management and invoicing was 

investigated by CarbonetiX during phase one of the Carbon Crunching Councils program (Table 3). The 

summary report is attached in Appendix F. 

Table 3: 2018 energy costs and potential savings achieved through bill validation and improving tariffs (modified from CarbonetiX 
2019) 

Council Baseline Annual Cost Forecasted Saving 

Per Annum 

Actual Recovered Actual Annual 

Avoided Costs 

Strathbogie $205,983 $16,612 $780 $4,709 

Murrindindi $22,972 $10,802 $1,755 $1,7,690.50 

Benalla $397,732 $33,996 - - 

Towong $107,274 $34,000 - - 

Total $885,059 $95,410 $2,535 $12,399.50 

The tools also have the ability to show energy usage for identification of energy savings, and therefore cost 

savings. Further, productivity benefits allow environmental officers and finance officers to increase their 

utilisation on other tasks. 

2.2.4. Leadership 

As the world progresses towards a low-emission society, ensuring local communities remain sustainable 

will be an ever-evolving challenge. Councils have an opportunity to show leadership to their community, 

peers and industry, and are well placed and capable of leading change. Councils, as stewards of the 

community, have a responsibility to ensure they endeavour to reduce their emissions, and make such 

information accessible and transparent. 

The four councils are already showing leadership by participating in the collaborative council initiative, 

CCSFP, as the Carbon Crunching Councils. Their project under the initiative can allow for leadership within 

the Goulburn Broken Greenhouse Alliance and other regional councils. 

The CCC can utilise the available software for benchmarking purposes at different levels – from asset 

comparisons to inter-Council comparisons. The tools also have the capability to help Councils identify 

energy, and bill, improvement opportunities and track energy usage in a centralised and user-friendly 

manner. 

2.3. Implementation Considerations 

2.3.1. Stakeholders 

Implementation and use of the GHG inventory and utility management software will involve internal 

stakeholders from the following departments: Environmental, Finance/Accounts and Procurement. 

The implementation and ongoing operation of the tool will involve, or be of interest to, the following external 

stakeholders: Energy retailers, energy providers, suppliers (e.g. fleet, waste), the GHG inventory software 

provider, and the community (i.e. rate payers). 

2.3.2. Costs Involved 

Table 4 below shows a comparison of the annual subscription costs for each of the finalist GHG and utility 

platforms in comparison to the alternative option of employing a shared FTE to work across the councils and 

be responsible for the GHG inventory, reporting and utility data management. 



Table 4: Total annual cost for the four participating Councils for the software platform, in comparison to the cost of an FTE employee 
to manage reporting 

Option Annual Costs 

Trellis 

Azility 

BidEnergy 

Shared FTE Option 

Each provider has given the structure of their cost breakdown and this can be seen in the tables following. 

For more detail, refer to Appendix C, D and E for each of the providers proposals in full. 

Azility (formerly Planet Footprint) 

Azility offers 5 modules for its platform. Its indicative quote covers the Core Scorekeeping Service, the two 

Environmental Modules (Projects and Emissions), and Utility Control. If all Councils sign on, with Murrindindi 

continuing their subscription, but upgrading to include the utility control module, Azility will waive 

onboarding fees and discount annual subscriptions to [redacted] for each Council. Note that its pricing

also takes into consideration the size of the municipalities. For more details on Azility’s proposal, see 

Appendix E. 

Table 5: Azility indicative pricing for Carbon Crunching Councils (white) and comparison to standard pricing (grey) 

Council 

Joint 

Council 

Offer - 

Annual 

Joint 

Council 

Offer – 

Setup 

Regional Council 

Discount (under 

15k population) - 

Annual 

Regional Council 

Discount (under 15k 

population) - Setup 

Standard - 

Annual 

Standard - 

Setup 

Strathbogie 

Murrindindi 

Benalla 

Towong 

BidEnergy 

BidEnergy has provided indicative pricing based on the number of accounts per Council. It has included an 

option for individual pricing, or an even split. The even split would be [redacted] per Council per month, or

$[redacted] per annum. The proposal is inclusive of the software, a dedicated account manager and services.

Note that the inclusion of BidEnergy bill payment on behalf of Council would be an additional [redacted] per

account per month. For more details on BidEnergy’s proposal, see Appendix C. 

Table 6: BidEnergy indicative pricing 

Council Total Accounts Per account per 

Month 

Total Individual 4 Way Split 

Strathbogie  96 

Murrindindi  140 

Benalla 72 

Towong  71 

Total 379 

redac
ted

Prices redacted

Prices redacted Prices redacted Prices redactedPrices redacted

Prices redacted Prices redactedPrices redacte



Trellis 

Trellis has provided indicative pricing based on the size of each municipality; the rate is [redacted] per head 

of population. For a full list of what is included, see Trellis’ proposal in Appendix D. Note that interval data 

is an extra [redacted] per annum per data feed and a once-off $600 set-up cost per metering provider. 

Table 7: Trellis indicative pricing 

Council 
Population Estimate FY16 

Source: ABS 

Annual Fee (50c per head of 

population) 

($ ex GST) 

Strathbogie Shire 10,645 

Murrindindi Shire 13,732 

Shire of Towong 5,985 

Benalla Shire 13,861 

Total (ex-GST) 

2.3.3. Resource Requirements 

The preferred solution is a Software as a Service (SaaS) product – an outsourced solution, with cloud setup 

and is thus accessible anywhere as long as there is an internet connection. The requirements on Councils 

resources to utilise such a platform is minimal. 

As it is a SaaS product, implementation occurs remotely. Council will need to provide an asset list and any 

historical data that is not obtainable from suppliers and sign a Letter of Authority which allows the provider 

to set up historical and ongoing data collection from all suppliers. This includes sign-in to fleet portals. The 

chosen SaaS provider (BidEnergy, Trellis or Azility) will liaise with key stakeholders from Council to ensure 

that they build the platform according to the needs of the Council. This includes alignment with existing 

accounts payable systems and reporting templates. Councils are not required to onboard sites or data. 

Short training sessions on how to use the portal are provided. For example, Azility offer a 3-hour face-to-face 

and hands-on training program. 

All finalist providers are similar in their requirements. Once the implementation has been completed and 

training provided, there is no requirement for Council to collect, process and collate any data. 

Ongoing requirements of Council staff would be to communicate with a dedicated service manager, a benefit 

provided by all finalist providers, to notify the provider of any changes such as users of the platform, change 

of supplier, change of assets, etc. Azility and Trellis’ offerings include quarterly performance reviews to 

discuss consumption trends, anomalies and actions. 

2.3.4. Privacy 

Each of the finalist providers offer different multi-Council options, but all ensure privacy of data at the 

discretion of each of the participating Councils. 

BidEnergy 

BidEnergy proposes to onboard each Council separately as an individual client. Each Council would have 

unlimited user numbers to cater for each department’s requirements and individual users can be set up with 

an additional layer of security/access. An additional umbrella account would be set up for benchmarking 

purposes with strict access and information guidelines agreed to by each Council. BidEnergy currently has 

Prices redacted

https://www.abs.gov.au/


this set up for a large facilities management company, Cushman and Wakefield, which services the likes of 

BHP and Australia Post in this way. 

Azility 

In a similar approach to BidEnergy, Azility will be able to set up each Council separately as an individual client, 

with multiple users with varying access based on their department and needs. Azility has an analytics portal 

on their platform. This will be used as the benchmarking platform for the participating Councils, where they 

can see a condensed view of selected data. This is to be determined and agreed to by each Council using 

strict access and information guidelines. 

Trellis 

Trellis provides a different approach to the previous two, which is why it has a cheaper offering. It proposes 

to place all Councils on the one platform with tiered access levels. The top access will see a summarised 

benchmark view of all participating Councils. Users can then delve deeper into the data by organisation, then 

to asset, and so on depending on user security access. 

2.4. Risks of Inaction 

As it stands, the Carbon Crunching Councils are unable to report on their GHG inventories due to the 

complexity of council data accounts and resource limitations. 

Employing someone full time to service the four councils, in addition to the expense, will face additional 

challenges in accessing data from different departments and councils, and geographical challenge due to the 

large distance between councils. Further, a one-person resource is a knowledge risk and incurs a period of 

training and handover should they move on. 

Additionally, Councils do not have the resources to conduct a thorough bill validation process. As BidEnergy 

claims, 10% of bills have issues, leading to unnecessary costs. Each of the finalist software providers have a 

bill validation functionality, highlighting and potentially resolving these cost issues, thereby saving money 

for the Councils. 

As such, the cost of the implementation of a shared software platform for GHG inventory reporting is less 

than the cost of a share FTE and carries less risk and ensures more reliable and robust inventories and 

reporting. 
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Hannah Meade

17 April 2019

Carbon Crunching Councils

Project Overview

Carbon Crunching Councils

Shared GHG Inventory Capture & Calculation 
Review:

• Investigate available GHG inventory capture and 
calculation methods, and present a shortlist

• Assist Steering Committee to select providers to 
give demo of their platform, develop KPIs for 
testing 

• Assess programs and present a business case

• Present findings at a workshop with GBGA
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Survey Results

Key Findings
• Inventory practices are largely manual or 

rely on excel spreadsheets

• Current data collection practices:

Carbon Crunching Councils

• Resourcing:

o On average, respondents could spare half 
an hour per week for carbon crunching

o Automation is key – this involves 
avoiding manual programs (e.g. excel)

o Comparison between inventory platform 
with oversight by provider vs platform 
oversight by shared employee vs shared 
employee

Shortlist

Carbon Crunching Councils

Trellis Kinesis PlanetFootprint

Contact: Matt Shorten, CEO

matt@yourtrellis.com

Contact: Bruce Taper, Director

bruce.taper@kinesis.org

Contact: Matthew Cascio, BDM

matthew.cascio@planetfootprint.com
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Shortlist

Carbon Crunching Councils

BidEnergy Kinesis

Contact: Domenic Chiavone, GM

domenic.chiavone@bidenergy.com

Contact: Chris Hancock, BDM

christopher.hancock@envizi.com

Trellis – key features

Carbon Crunching Councils

Key Features:
• Automatic collection/calculation of any data 

sourced from pdf invoices/bills (and csv)
• Trellis intercepts, processes, and interprets data 

from over 70 providers
• Data integrity: regular auto completeness and 

accuracy checks made visible in the dashboard
• The system is audited by a 3rd party against NGERs
• Cloud based: no customisation, installation 

requirements or ongoing upgrades/patches
• Council users: City of Mitcham, Maribyrnong City 

Council, Georges River Council
• Generates compliant reports under NGERs and 

NCOS
• Experience: helpful and forthcoming

Limitations against shortlist criteria:
• Did not provide information on basic costing 

structures
• Does not have capability to identify improvement 

opportunities

5
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Kinesis

Carbon Crunching Councils

Key Features:

• CCAP integrated:

• Survey Module: biodiversity, health & wellbeing etc

• Environment Module ‐ Reporting:

• Regulatory (NGERs)

• Voluntary (NCOS, NABERS, Green Star)

• Benchmark (KPI – map data to strategy, 
intensity)

• Data integrity (completeness, validation, tarrif)

• Interval Data (sub‐metering, solar, tenant)

• Project Module: track initiatives

• Council users: City of Melbourne, collaboration bw
Randwick, Waverley and Wollahra

• CCAP City: Community‐wide GPC reporting

Costing:

• CCAP integrated:

• Option 1: Shared platform

• On‐boarding = redacted (waved for multi‐year 
agreements)

• Annual Licence = redacted
• Annual Data Management = redacted

• Option 2: Individual platform

• On‐boarding = redacted (waved for multi year 
agreements)

• Annual licence = redacted
• Annual Data Management = discount applies if 

same providers

Kinesis

Carbon Crunching Councils

Limitations against shortlist criteria:

• Does not have bill validation and payment function

• Platform completes sense checks on data and notifies
users, but no 3rd party or auditing is carried out

• Joint subscription is possible – 4 councils on one platform
– however, no hidden data

• Solution: Individual applications of CCAP integrated,
and jointly fund data collection (i.e. if have same
energy providers)

7
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Planet Footprint

Carbon Crunching Councils

Key Features:

• 6 Modules:

• Core Scorekeeping Module (utility data
management & analytics)

• Environment Modules

• Energy/emissions data management &
reporting

• Measures, Offsets & Events – tracks
initiatives (manual entry by user)

• Meter Minder – interval data

• Utility Control – bill validation & payment

• Training

• Data integrity: review of data completeness (service)

• 130 council users incl. Murrindindi Shire Council

Option
Core Scorekeeping 
Service

Core + 
Environmental

Core + 
Environmental + 
Utility Control

Single Council 
Platform

4 Councils 
Combined 
Platform

Discounted Single 
Platform*

*If all councils sign‐up

Assumptions:

• 422 accounts includes energy only

• Implementation = redacted

Planet Footprint

Carbon Crunching Councils

Limitations against shortlist criteria:

• Contradiction between provider and council stakeholder
regarding automation of non‐energy data

• Confirmation: If automated data feeds are not
available, Planet Footprint staff will complete the
data entry on behalf of Council at no additional
charge

• Platform completes sense checks on data and notifies
users, but no 3rd party or auditing is carried out

• Joint subscription is possible – 4 councils on one platform
– however, no hidden data (can set up log‐ins taking you
to your own profile, but one council can look at another
council’s data if they so choose)

9
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BidEnergy

Carbon Crunching Councils

Key Features:

• Utilises Robotic Process Automation (RPA) ‐ Automatic
collection/calculation of any data sourced from pdf
invoices/bills

• 5 Modules: Bill Validation & Payment; Portfolio
Management & Analytics; Budgeting & Accruals;
Procurement & contracts management; Energy &
Financial Report

• Outsource energy to CarbonView by Simble

• Identifies improvement opportunities

• Drive behaviour change

• Council users of CarbonView: Central Coast Council,
Ballina Shire Council, Eurobodalla Shire Council,
Municipal Association of Victoria, Willoughby City
Council

BidEnergy

Carbon Crunching Councils

Limitations against shortlist criteria:

• Outsource sustainability data and inventory management

• Platform completes sense checks on data and notifies
users, but no 3rd party or auditing is carried out

11
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Envizi

Carbon Crunching Councils

Key Features:

• Energy/Emissions modules: Sustainability Data
Management & Reporting; Target Tracking; Solar
Monitoring; Energy Efficiency Program Reporting,
Measurement & Verification

• Building/Asset modules: Ratings & Benchmarks;
Energy Performance Analytics; Interval Meter
Monitoring; Asset Performance Monitoring (IoT);
Equipment Fault Detection

• Utility modules: Data Management & Analytics; Bill
Checking & Validation; Financial Management

• Council users: Albury City Council

Costing:

• Assumptions:

• 400 accounts

• Modules:

• Sustainability Data Management & 
Reporting; Utility Data Management & 
Analytics; Bill Checking & Validation;

• Solar Monitoring – 20 sites

• Interval Meter Monitoring – 40 sites

• Costs:

• Set‐up, training, consulting: redacted*
• Annual subscription: redacted*(400 

accounts)

• Account: $6‐12*; Meter: $60‐120*

*50% discount to councils

Envizi

Carbon Crunching Councils

Limitations against shortlist criteria:

• Some sources say that Envizi are expensive (i.e. certain
modules requiring smart sub‐metering and IoT)

• Platform completes sense checks on data and notifies
users, but no 3rd party or auditing is carried out

13
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Ecometrica

Carbon Crunching Councils

Key Features:

• Data/Platfrom integrity: Tested independently by Price
Waterhouse Coopers

• Have earth observation technology to provide
geoanalytical insights to organisations’ profile

• Can analyse data in any format and provide reporting
against any international regualtory standard

Ecometrica

Carbon Crunching Councils

Limitations against shortlist criteria:

• International company

• Based in Europe and North America

• Unable to make contact, therefore not included in
shortlist

15
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Criteria
Weighting  

(%)
Trel l is CCAP   ‐  K inesis P lanet Footprint

BidEnergy  (&  

Simble)
Envizi Ecometrica

Automation (collation, 

calculation, reporting, 

verification), incl  compatabil ity 

with 3rd party tools

22.4 1 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8

Value for Money (see cost 

comparison)
6.49

Fleet data 5.81 1 1 1 1 1 1

Multiple users 5.6 1 1 1 1 1

Track performance over time 5.24 1 1 1 1 1 1

Comms  with staff 5.06 1 1 1 1 1 1

Manual  exploration capabil ity 4.84 1 1 1 1 1 1

Waste data 4.73 1 1 1 1 1 1

Water data 4.68 1 1 1 1 1 1
Improvement opportunity 

identification
4.63 0 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5

Track performance against 

target
4.07 1 1 1 1 1 1

Understanding energy usage 3.93 1 1 1 1 1

Mandatory compliance 3.88 1 1 1 1 1 1

Support services 3.75 1 1 1 1 1 1

Output functionality 3.58 1 1 1 1 1 1

Bill  validation & payment 3.37 1 1 1 1 1

Forecasting capabil ity 3.18 1 1 1 1 1 1

Oversight by provider 3 1 1 1 1 0.5 1

Voluntary compliance 1.74 1 1 1 1 1 0.5

88.86 86.70 86.70 86.70 85.20 70.61Fit (%)

*Weightings obtained from survey

Carbon Crunching Councils

Indicative Cost Comparison

Provider Implementation Costs Annual Licence – Shared 
Platform

Annual Licence – Individual 
Platform

Trellis Not provided yet

Kinesis (CCAP Integrated)

Prices redacted

Planet Footprint Prices redacted

BidEnergy Not provided yet

Envizi Prices redacted Not provided yet

*Refer to previous slides for Assumptions

17
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Appendix

Exclusions – Overall

• Not suitable for councils’ purposes or
operations:

o SAI Global

o AZZO

o Carbon Control

o Viewlocity

o Savvy Plus

o Enablon

• Did not meet automation criteria

o Clearpath

o CIRIS

o Ironbark

o Vital Metrics

o ACCUVIO

o Eco Tracker

o Green Sense

Carbon Crunching Councils – Tool Demonstrations April 2019
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Exclusions

• Ironbark:

o Excel emissions profile and activity data

o Compliant with Carbonn and CIRIS for
Global Covenant of Mayors for Climate &
Energy

o SDT and report

o Carbonn registration

o COST: $15,900

o Includes services above plus a follow up
profile and activity data

o ($6,950 without SDT)

• Limitations:

• No data management service, must be done
by council and provided to Ironbark

• Everything is done by Ironbark staff, no
automation or manipulation by councils

• No output functionality

• No utility data management

• No bill validation & payment

Carbon Crunching Councils – Tool Demonstrations April 2019

Exclusions

• CarbonetiX:

o Web‐based utility data storage
and management

o Streamline with financial systems,
GIS

o Tracks electricity, gas, water, fuel,
paper, emissions

o Retailer data, interval data,
manual entry

o Forecasting, performance
tracking, staff communications,
improvement identification

• Cost structure:

• Initial establishment of the
database software, a
minimum of 12 months of
licensing upon practical
completion and the ability to
extend licensing on an
annual basis as needed

• Limitations:

• No bill validation & payment
unless via consultant

• No reporting or explicit
compatibility with NGERS
and NCOS

Carbon Crunching Councils – Tool Demonstrations April 2019
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Exclusions

• ACCUVIO:

o Cloud‐based

o Robust audit trail

o Multi‐user access control

o Automated capacities managed by user, i.e.
self‐managed system

o https://accuvio.com/2‐minute‐demo‐video/

• Cost:

• unknown

• Limitations:

• No Australian office

• No local government clients

Carbon Crunching Councils – Tool Demonstrations April 2019

Exclusions

• GreenSense:

o Data capture via utility bills, BMS, sub‐
metering, meter

o Buildings: electricity, gas, water, GHG

o Communication platform

o NGER and NCOS compatible

• Cost:

• Unknown

• Limitations:

o Directed at energy monitoring in buildings

o Manual scope 3

http://greensense.com.au/greensense‐view/videos/

Carbon Crunching Councils – Tool Demonstrations April 2019
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Exclusions

• EcoTracker:

o Council clients: Manningham, Hume, Stonnington

o Online utility monitoring systems

o Claims automation but reliant on sub‐
metering/smart metering solutions

o Can be configured for any data type

• Cost:

• Unknown – smart metering is expensive

• Limitations:

• Claims automation but reliant on sub‐
metering/smart metering solutions

• No utility management – no bill validation &
payment

https://eco‐tracker.com/Default.aspx?ReturnUrl=%2f

Carbon Crunching Councils – Tool Demonstrations April 2019

Exclusions

• ACCUVIO:

o Cloud‐based

o Robust audit trail

o Multi‐user access control

o Automated capacities managed by user, i.e.
self‐managed system

o https://accuvio.com/2‐minute‐demo‐video/

• Cost:

• unknown

• Limitations:

• No Australian office

• No local government clients

Carbon Crunching Councils – Tool Demonstrations April 2019
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Thank you

Contact Hannah Meade
P 9865 1413

E hannah.meade@ndevr.com.au

Level 2, 27‐31 King Street

Melbourne, VIC 3000
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Business Case Guide 
This section outlines how to create an effective and tailored business case for your proposal 

by using key guiding questions. 

Any new idea and/or investment in your organisation requires answering seven key questions, which 

are outlined below. The sections of the business case template found at the end of this section are 

structured around these questions and their respective elements for a project proposal. They form a 

concise guide to build your business case, and robustly prepare your project or idea for presentation 

to the relevant manager for endorsement. 

Who? 

The stakeholders affected by or that will affect the idea or investment should be identified and 

delegated a responsibility. Relevant stakeholders include, but are not limited to technical staff, 

community members, senior managers, financial managers, suppliers, procurement officers, etc. It is 

important to document the interests of each stakeholder and how they may help or hinder the 

development of the business case and the implementation of the project or action. 

Why? 

Explain why the project is relevant to your existing business environment. Some focal points include: 

• What challenges are you currently facing that need resolution?

• What are the strategic drivers relevant to the project or action?

• How do the proposed actions align with business priorities?

How? 

Explain how you plan to meet the needs of the identified issue and what your solution or 

methodology is. Consider the following: 

• What research have you conducted to know that this is the best solution?

• What is your solution or methodology? Explain what it is, e.g. will any new technology be

involved?

• What resources do you need to implement the project? E.g. internal workforce, existing

infrastructure or equipment, external contractors, etc.

• Measurement and verification plan:

− How will you monitor the progress of the implementation to measure its success?

− Which internal KPIs will you use?

− Do you need to conform with any internal guidelines or templates?

− Are there any relevant external metrics to be considered?

What? 

Identify and explain the relevant impacted business area and project risks. Key considerations are: 

• Which area of the business the project relates to and how the change will impact this area

• Potential other business areas that will be affected by the project during construction or post- 

completion in the near-future

• Any impact of the implementation on overall production and business continuity

• Any operational, environmental or other risks involved in the implementation



• A high-level indication on the level of these risks

• Identify links between the project and existing business opportunities

When? 

Key considerations around the timeframe of your project, including: 

• What is your recommended implementation schedule? E.g. start date, approximate length of

implementation, expected completion date, project milestones, etc.

• When do you expect to see the benefits of the project in the business?

Where? 

Consider where the project implementation will be located and which company facilities or sites will 
be impacted. 

How Much? 

Outline the costs and benefits, and the consequences of doing nothing to address the business need. 

Key considerations include: 

• How much will it cost?

− Clearly state the assumptions of the project or action when describing the costs.

− Try to use figures to emphasise the main points.

− Ensure the level and accuracy of data is applicable to the scale of the project or action and

funding required. If possible, include data in the appendices.

− Include timings of the project cost if possible.

• Are there any other sources for funding?

− Clearly state the funding source of choice, whether internal or external. Alternative sources

can be offered to strengthen the case.

− Identify any potential government grants that are available for the project.

• What are the benefits?

− These can be financial or non-financial.

− For energy-related projects, include any non-energy benefits arising from the project e.g.

process optimisation, greater efficiency due to new equipment or infrastructure, etc.

− Clearly state assumptions and where possible, quantify these benefits.

• What risks is the business taking by not implementing the project?

− Outline and emphasise the case of doing nothing, and how this will cost or impact the

business if the project does not get approved.

− These can be financial or non-financial.
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3rd May 2019 

BidEnergy (Operations) Pty Ltd 

Level 7, 530 Little Collins Street 

Melbourne, VIC, 3000 

www.bidenergy.com 

ACN 158837097 

RE: NDEVR and Member Councils 

Dear Hannah and Juliana, 

Thank you for the opportunity to provide a proposal to NDEVR outlining the next steps toward assisting you and your 

council clients with a fully managed Emissions and Energy Data Solution to help drive their Strategic Energy 

Outcomes.    

As you can see from the below diagram BidEnergy’s RPA and AI platform drives efficiencies in the energy category 

over a range of departments in Council which I have addressed in more detail on following pages. The solution and 

service can ensure clean, audit worthy, accurate data that is as up to date as the most recent bill to have entered the 

platform. Robotics extracts, processes, validates and updates this data within a few seconds of a bill being received. 

The Bid Energy solution is far quicker, more cost effective and more accurate than any other service in market due to 

the use of RPA to process data and perform many repetitive tasks. We see our solution as offering council a way to 

take those laborious tasks away in order to help their people make stronger and more strategic recommendations in 

the emissions and energy category.  

Following is some information that explains how we assist each council department that has something to do with 

energy, be it processing, checking and paying a bill, running an emission, usage or spend report, creating a budget or 

forecast, purchasing energy or simply commissioning a new site or closing one down.  

http://www.bidenergy.com/
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Pricing and Scope 

Software and BidEnergy Dedicated Account manager plus Services included in pricing for the following accounts: 

Council Total Accounts Per account Mth Total Individual 4 Way Split 

Strathbogie 96 

Murrindindi 140 

Benalla 72 

Towong 71 

Total 379 

Brief Scope Outline included in pricing (full scope to be provided in contract) 

• BidEnergy to validate bills against contract and meter data (large sites).

• BidEnergy to provide a weekly payment file to be integrated to each councils AP System.

• BidEnergy will obtain information from 3rd parties as part of the onboarding process and ongoing to maintain

an audit worthy database or record – no data collection will be required by council.

• BidEnergy to help create baseline budgets for both emissions and spend. Platform will track progress

against budgets in real time.

• Up to date data for all billing to hit the platform.

• Provision of full platform training across all councils

Brief Out of Scope 

• BidEnergy to create and manage full RPT process for Electricity, Gas and Water (where applicable). To be 
quoted.

• BidEnergy to do bill payment on behalf of council. Additional [redacted] per account monthly

BidEnergy Proposed Structure 

The structure of our proposed privacy and benchmarking option would be to onboard each council as an 
individual client to ensure complete privacy of information for all. This would be done for each in exactly the 
same way as all our current clients. Each council would have unlimited user numbers to cater for each 
department requirement and individual users can be set up with an additional layer of security/access. In order 
to provide benchmarking and cross council information sharing an additional “umbrella” account would be set 
up with strict access and information guidelines agreed to by each council. BidEnergy currently has this set up 
for a large facilities management company, Cushman and Wakefield, who service the likes of BHP and 
Australia Post in this way. 

Impact on Council Resource’s 

The requirements on council resource during implementation is minimal. Upon sending site list, letter of 
authority and executed subscription agreement to BidEnergy no setup involvement will be required from council 
to onboard sites and data. During the initial setup phase of 4 weeks there will be some information required to 
configure payment files and ensure all sites and billing is being captured however this will only require a few 
short meetings or calls. Once the implementation has been completed and training provided there is once again 
no requirement for council to collect, process and collate any data. Complete access to the platform will allow 
council and council departments to determine how much they engage the platform with the knowledge that our 
robotics has processed all data. Automated reporting for Emissions, Issue Resolution, Usage and Spend and 
payment files is sent on a weekly/monthly basis (see screenshots) and access to your dedicated account 
manager is as quick as a phone call away to ask a question, get some guidance or produce a budget. The 
beauty of the platform is the RPA does all the hard processing work quickly and accurately for us to allow us to 
support you with energy expertise and getting the information you need quickly. 
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Onboarding Process Timeframe 

There are two phases to onboarding, these begin and will run simultaneously. Phase one is uploading sites and 
having retailers switch your billing to be sent directly to the platform. This phase is quick and generally 
completed within 1-2 weeks (dependent upon retailer). There is a Quality Assurance process to ensure all bills 
are hitting the platform which will take as long as the frequency of billing. The robotics flushes this out with 
automated alerting. Phase two is the collection of 12 months of billing history (Electricity, Gas and Water) to 
allow you to report on your previous 12 months of Emissions, Usage and Spend immediately – this is 
particularly useful for forecasting and budgeting your next year. If historical information regarding Scope 3 
Emissions is available this can be also uploaded. This phase’s timeframe is dependent upon the retailer’s ability, 
and willingness, to send through information. General expectation for your complete 12 months of historical data 
to be procured from retailers is 1-4 weeks. 

Total Onboarding from Information being received is 4 weeks. 
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BidEnergy Solution Council Departmental Benefits 

Sustainability and Emissions 

• Emissions budgets using RPA for even the largest portfolio takes less than a minute and can be created at
any time on our robotic platform giving clear visibility to Zero Targets

• Once the base case is established a forward-looking emissions forecast can be done by changing expected
parameters like usage, site numbers, emissions factors, enviro charges etc.

• Actual emissions can be tracked against budget and the sustainability manager alerted if out of tolerance.

• Accruals for emissions are immediately available at any time of the month based on accurate and
immediately available consumption data which is updated upon receipt of every bill.

• Automated emissions reports can be sent to required personnel’s inbox every month.

• NGERS and NABERS reporting is simple quick and audit worthy as the clean data is extracted from the
legal bill of record. There is no need to wait for weeks while a clean data set is created and manually pulled
together.

CFO – Finance 

• Creating a base case budget (zero change from last year) using RPA for even the largest portfolio is a few
mouse clicks away and can be created at any time on our robotic platform.

• Once the base case is established a forward-looking budget or re-forecast can be done by changing
expected parameters like usage, energy prices, network charges, enviro charges etc.

• Actual spend can be tracked against budget and the category manager alerted if out of tolerance.

• Budgeting is an annual life-cycle activity, but re-forecasting can be easily done to take account of changes to
energy prices, usage and network charges etc.

• Accruals are immediately available at any time of the month based on accurate and immediately available
pricing and consumption data.

• Immediately generate detailed reports down to the site level at any time at the touch of a button.

• Automated emails can be set up that sends the required report to your inbox every month.

• Gone are the days of asking a consultant to prepare a report and waiting days while they clean the data and
manually pull it together - often with errors or omissions.

Accounts Payable 

• Robotic Process Automation (RPA) collects, validates and addresses exceptions before payment and data
storage.

• RPA collects every bill issued for every site and validates the usage, rates and charges against the
contracts, meter data, network/utility tariffs and active site list.

• No one touches the bill - delivering speed and accuracy outcomes unmatched by manual or semi-automated
processes.

• Our platform can process (collect, parse, validate, and code) thousands of bills in minutes.

• RPA and cloud computing gives you instant access to your data with unparalleled levels of accuracy.

Facility Management 

• The platform provides a bullet proof site list that can be reported/generated at any time.

• RPA and cloud computing allow us to manage every site opening and closing seamlessly, track all energy
data related to new and closed sites to enable easy benchmarking.

• Automation enables clients to ensure that they are on optimal network/utility tariffs and understand cost
impacts, before new regulated tariffs/pricing are approved and included in bills.

• Seamlessly run regular network/utility tariff optimisation and demand reset opportunity reviews to continually
reduce the non-energy commodity charges (up to 60%) on the bill.
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Screenshots 

Portfolio Dashboard 

GHG Emission Reporting 
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Demand and Power Factor 

Automated Emissions Alerts and Reporting 
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Site Comparison and Energy Intensity 
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Data Integrity and Assurance 

What sets the BidEnergy Solution apart is our technology ensures the integrity of Emissions, Usage and Spending 

data. The function of the robotics is to manage this accurately, cost effectively and with the speed you need to ensure 

all stakeholders benefit across council departments. The robotic function is supported by a team of energy experts 

and dedicated account managers to cater to your individual council requirements and ensure you can make informed 

and strategic decisions about energy and provide quality information on how best to move toward zero emissions 

targets.   

With access for unlimited users, data is accurate, quick and easy for all departmental stakeholders to access and 

manage. With customised profiles/logins to each job function and across each council privacy is assured with the 

added benefit of having an umbrella benchmarking tool across the group.  In addition to this each council will have 

bespoke requirements based upon their unique requirements in the category and also dependent upon the number of 

sites they manage. Our proposal is to understand the unique requirements of each council and provide a solution and 

service (at a bulk site discount). Additions to the solution like paying bills on council behalf or running a procurement 

activity can be provided on an individual basis according to individual council requirements.  

Thank you for the opportunity and I welcome any further questions and look forward hearing from you in the coming 

weeks.  

Yours sincerely, 

Anthony Vardon 

Head of Sales – Southern 



BidEnergy Platform 

Ndevr Environmental arranged Presentation for:

Strathbogie, Murrindindi, Towong and Benalla Councils



About BidEnergy

• First cloud platform powered by

Robotic Process Automation (RPA) –

global mega trend

• Operating in 4 countries with proven

global capability Listed 2016 –

ASX:BID, Market cap > $100M

• Providing multi-site enterprise

customers with a complete Energy

Spend Management (ESM) solution

USA

UK

AUS

NZ



Multi-site clients in Australia, 

New Zealand, United Kingdom 

and the United States.



Energy Management - Typical multi-site 
pain points

Managing energy and emissions data across a 

multisite portfolio is complex, time-consuming and 

error-prone.

Manual or semi-automated processes are not 

capable of delivering a comprehensive and reliable 

solution for multi-site organisations 

From survey of 300 multi-site companies: 



Robot workers 
deliver the 
required 
accuracy/speed 
and low cost to 
serve for multi 
site energy 
portfolios 



Robot workers 
continuously 
collect, validate 
and cleanse 
energy data 



Robot workers are involved at every stage of the energy 
spend management lifecycle

Robot workers manage 
all low value 
transactions over the 
full lifecycle

Freeing up our energy  
specialists to focus on 
higher value activities 
and delivering a 
superior client services 

















Fully 
automated 
validation of 
every bill and 
every data 
source

The robot workers run four 

levels of validation on every bill 

Level 1 – Receipt checks

Level 2 – Integrity checks

Level 3 – Tolerance checks

Level 4 – Match checks









First platform 
to offer fully 
automated  
straight 
through 
payment 
processing









Base case budget created in seconds as 

accurate data always available  

Base case budget can be modified to build in 

expectations

• Energy consumption e.g. activity, weather 

• Energy price forecasts

• Network tariffs changes

• Site opening and closures 

• Enviro charges

• Taxes and levies

Multiple budgets with different scenarios can 

be created

Regular re-forecasting adjust settings based 

on new information – energy prices, changes 

to consumption, changes to weather 

forecasts etc. 

Budget scenarios can be created in seconds



























Portfolio Analytics

Robot workers continuously check the 

portfolio for opportunities, including:

• Finding cheaper Network tariffs

• Finding cheaper pricing models

• Demand/capacity reset opportunities

• Power factor correction opportunities

• Peak smoothing opportunities

• TOU shifting opportunities

• Usage reduction – benchmarking and 

behaviour 

• Usage reduction - efficiency projects

• Missed early pay discounts and 

eliminate late fees

• ….plus adding new opportunities e.g. 

battery storage to reduce peak usage









Specific Questions asked of BidEnergy

Savings to annual fees, including through manual handling by council (i.e. sacrificing some automation)

The BidEnergy solution is an end to end solution where there is no manual entry of data from Electricity, Gas and Water accounts. Manual Entry of Scope 

3 Emissions Data would reduce subscription impact. Scope 3 Emissions entry can be automated over time. 

Suitable for NGERS and NCOS reporting

In addition to immediately available reports, BidEnergy maintains and stores all relevant emissions factors and environmental reporting standards. By 

engaging our patented Robotic Process Automation solution to capture all of the usage and spend data directly from the document of record (the 

bill/invoice), we are able to deliver the highest level; of data integrity and reporting audit assurance to our clients.

How do you handle fleet and waste data from Council's (i.e. non-utility data but still resource data that we need for emissions reporting?)

Waste and fleet data as well as other emissions sources such as Fugitive Emissions, Paper, Business Travel and Asphalt will be included as Non-commodity 

on the platform in addition to electricity, gas and water.



Specific Questions asked of BidEnergy
What is the potential for additional data to be included in future (e.g. contractors, projects)?

Owing to our agile development framework there is scope to integrate our platform vis API into any number of other data management services and 

platforms where appropriate.

What are the implications if a shared platform is entered but then members pull out in future?

There are very little implications with respect to one member pulling out in future. Owing to our RPA (Robotic Dividend) our price differential between 

100 -500 accounts is quite small per unit. There may be a slight increase in the remaining members subscription but this would be evaluated at the 

time.  

Please discuss options for privacy between councils; is it possible to achieve privacy on a shared platform?

The platform is not limited by numbers of users. Each council would be set up as an individual entity on the platform so complete privacy would be 

achieved for all council members. 

Councils advise that if indicative costing has not yet been provided, the effort should be made to do so prior to presenting.

Pricing for each council would be under $1,500 per month or $18,000 per annum on a month to month agreement for the scope presented of 422 

accounts.  



BidEnergy gets 
multi-site 
portfolios to a 
perfect “Ten”

Your 
Council



Appendix D: Trellis Proposal 



Resource & Carbon Accounting System – 
Shires of Strathbogie, Murrindindi, Towong and Benalla 

Date: 08/05/2019 I Ref: Trellis_NdevrVICregional T2019-03 



08 May, 2019 

Juliana Bedggood 

Associate 

Ndevr Environmental 

Via email:  juliana.bedggood@ndevr.com.au 

Dear Juliana, 

I am pleased to present further information including our schedule and fees for Strathbogie, 

Murrindindi, Towong and Benalla Councils utilisation of Trellis. 

In our relatively short existence, we are delivering Trellis to many councils across Australia, including 

the integration of historical data sets from existing data bases and systems, suppliers and other 

systems such as Planet Footprint and Envizi.  

The following pages of this document outline our unique capability, experience, schedule and fees, 

which along with our intimate understanding of Local Government and sectoral approaches, makes us 

the ideal partner for Strathbogie, Murrindindi, Towong and Benalla Councils.   

In brief, we offer: 

• An innovative, software platform, Trellis, which utilises machine learning and AI to process

and interpret complex mixed format data, whilst enabling customised structures and reporting;

• A proven track record of managing complex utility data for a range of organisations including

local and state governments, tertiary education, banking, airports, aged and community care

organisations and commercial property managers;

• An intimate understanding of Local Government in general structure, data, personnel and

needs; and

• A customer success driven team.

We are excited by the opportunity to partner with Strathbogie, Murrindindi, Towong and Benalla 

Councils to drive transparency, information insights and process efficiency across multiple business 

areas.  

Please don’t hesitate to contact me via matt@yourtrellis.com or 0433 4499 15 if you have any 

questions or require additional information.   

Kind Regards 

Matthew Shorten 

CEO & Co-Founder, Trellis Technologies Pty Ltd

mailto:juliana.bedggood@ndevr.com.au
mailto:matt@yourtrellis.com
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Intellectual Property Rights in relation to this request for quote / response to tender: 

This document has been provided to Ndevr Environmental for the purposes of evaluating an offer from Trellis 

Technologies Pty Ltd in response to a request for proposal for (Strathbogie, Murrindindi, Towong and Benalla 

Councils). Much of the information in the document is of a proprietary nature and importantly provides insights 

into the Intellectual Property embodied within the Trellis software system. Such IP is an asset of Trellis 

Technologies Pty Ltd and must remain Commercial In Confidence.  

Trellis Technologies Pty Ltd asserts its IP Rights in this information and prohibits the sharing of this document 

or any information contained within the document with any third party or parties who are not directly involved 

in the assessment of the request for quote and/or in the provision of appropriate advice to support assessment 

of our offer. This specifically includes a prohibition of the sharing of our ideas and IP with any other 3 rd party 

service provider with whom Ndevr and Strathbogie, Murrindindi, Towong and Benalla Councils may choose to 

engage. 

To avoid doubt our IP Rights means our rights in any patent, trade mark, copyright, moral right, right in a 

design, know-how, confidential information and all or any other intellectual or industrial property rights existing 

anywhere in the world, whether-or-not registered.
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1.0 Background 

The purpose of this document is to set out our response to request for information and pricing from Ndevr 

Environmental for four regional Victorian Councils being Strathbogie, Murrindindi, Towong and Benalla 

Councils utilisation of Trellis.   

2.0 About us 

Trellis Technologies Pty Ltd (formerly Balance Carbon Pty Ltd) launched in 2018, following the prior launch 

of Trellis software-as-a-service (SaaS) in 2016. 

Trellis SaaS is a positive disruptor in the resource and carbon accounting system arena, with our 

differentiator being Trellis’s machine learning and AI capability, which delivers in next to real time, full 

visibility on impact and spend from transaction records (invoices). The Trellis approach inextricably links 

resource usage, GHG emissions (tCO2-e), costs ($) with invoices (where possible) as a single source of 

truth, which in turn delivers trust amongst stakeholders, steers effort and supports process efficiency and 

enquiry across multiple business areas to support, guide and ultimately speed up the sustainability journey. 

Since 2008, the multi-disciplinary team behind Trellis Technologies Pty Ltd has included Scientists, Software 

Engineers, Mechanical & Electrical Engineers and Greenhouse & Energy Auditors registered with the Clean 

Energy Regulator (CER). Our work with many organisations on many projects over many years has provided 

an intimate understanding of some of the key challenges and solutions, which underpin the corporate 

sustainability journey and its these that continue to guide the Trellis vision.  

As of today, Trellis SaaS via its unique machine learning and AI data extraction and reporting has assisted 

many organisations with streamlining, automation and cost savings having processed, interpreted and 

reported over $1 billion in transactions related to more than 4.5 Mt/CO2-e (Scope 1, 2 and 3 emissions) 

across Local and State Governments, Universities, Aged and Community Care, Airports, Banks, Property 

Management and many others. 

Figure 1: Simplified Trellis schematic, positioning Trellis as the core analytics tool across multiple business 

areas. 
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Our structure 

We operate under an integrated Agile Development framework and we use customer and market research to 

drive our innovation and feature development priorities in Trellis. With this in mind, the Strathbogie, 

Murrindindi, Towong and Benalla councils will play a pivotal and instrumental role in the future direction and 

development priorities of Trellis. 

The Trellis Technologies organisation structure is provided in Figure Two below. Our focus on technology, 

systems, scalability and efficiency enables us to process and manage a significantly large volume of data 

and achieve customer success, whilst keeping costs to a minimum. 

Figure 2: Trellis Technologies Leadership Group / Structure 
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Our systems & procedures 

We utilise a series of embedded systems across our customer experience journey from awareness, through 

to proposal, acceptance, on-boarding, training, liaison and on-going data integration and reporting.  

We utilise a combination of written procedures and web-based systems such as Asana and Trello to 

establish projects, tasks, responsibility and due dates. 

We actively monitor data gaps, data processing times and project progress at weekly ‘Value delivery’ 

meetings. We review market and customer feedback along with user stories and re-prioritisation of the Trellis 

development roadmap at weekly ‘Value Creation’ meetings. 
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Quality Assurance 

Inherent controls in the pdf reader include: 

• Checking a bill has not being issued for the same account previously (except where the bill has

being subsequently revised and reissued)

• Checking consumption x unit rates are equal to the total amount billed.

• Checking that the sum of all individual bills (that is each set of unique charges, for a set date, per

meter) is equal to the sum of the invoice (with relevant adjustments)

Each file is inspected in a quality control procedure following the bill reading step. This is then uploaded to 

an administration area in Trellis where an additional set of quality assurance procedures are performed, 

these include: 

• Checking assignation to the correct meter

• Checking assignation of the correct emissions factors

• Checking all charges and consumption correctly represented

• Checking reversals correctly applied for subsequent issued bills

Should any potential billing discrepancies be identified, we will discuss approaches with you to resolve the 

issues flagged. Trellis Technologies approaches quality control of uploaded billing data through a systematic 

set of tasks, documented through our internal processes. 

We have data processing targets which we measure and internally report on within Trellis Technologies, as 

follows. The targets are: 

• <5 Business Days to process, quality assure and load standard invoices from known suppliers into

Trellis

• 5-10 Business Days to process invoices from new suppliers, our invoices that have changed format,

charge types or present unexpected adjustments.
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3.0 Understanding you needs 

As the most publicly engaged branch of government, Local Government need to supply a diverse range of 

community services and related facilities/infrastructure.  Accurate and consistent data acquisition, storage 

and reporting of resource and emissions data across this spectrum is of growing critical importance. 

As such, Ndevr Environmental is acting on behalf of a group (x4) councils representing a collective 

population of approximately 43,853 people (https://www.abs.gov.au/) to partner with a resources and carbon 

management platform to enable more informed decision-making in relation to greenhouse gas emissions 

abatement and better cost control.   

Specific needs of council have been identified as being able to robustly track abatement project 

performance, having confidence in data and inclusions, being able to identify cost saving opportunities and 

sharing and comparing information amongst participating councils through a common platform.  

Specific outcomes from this project: 

• The reduction of carbon emissions from council operations;

• Enabling, facilitating and supporting Council actions to reduce emissions and costs from all sources

of greenhouse gases (GHG) that originate within the defined Council’s scope

• Efficient and accurate management and processing of utility billing

• Enable, facilitate and support carbon reduction plans that originate within the defined Council’s

scope.

• Achieve carbon neutrality, as desired.

4.0 The case for Trellis SaaS 

To date over $1 billion of transactions across a growing list of over 80 electricity, gas, fuel, waste, water, 

travel, labour, business travel, maintenance and other providers/suppliers has been processed and reported 

in Trellis, with our key differentiators in the current market including (but not limited to): 

- Trellis (including all data processing), is developed and delivered from Australia (no offshore data

processing or programming) to the highest security standards.

- Direct line item data extraction from invoices (not just electricity and gas) occurs under an automated

workflow and proprietary machine learning and AI extraction method from any electronic PDF invoice

type.

- A live reporting target of <5 business days from receipt of invoices (and other data), which is met

96% of time, with the majority occurring during the same day.

- A streamlined method of Trellis receiving and integrating invoices at the same time they are issued

to councils for payment

- All original invoice documents are stored in Trellis and easily accessible. For consolidated accounts

we link the exact bill relevant to the facility/asset/meter within the consolidated account.

- A core focus on driving internal collaboration across environment, facility/asset management,

procurement and finance teams around a common trusted data set. A fundamental need in the

foundation of any sustainability journey.

- Process outputs, which assist accounts payable teams in the process and approval if invoicing.

https://www.abs.gov.au/
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- We are fiercely independent from any related suppliers/retailers including meter data agents,

renewable energy providers, energy auditors, utility retailers and other metering products.

- We have a deep understanding of the councils and have continually demonstrated our commitment

to customer service and continual evolution to expand value delivery.

- Our easy 5 step on-boarding ensures all additional participating councils can be setup in Trellis with

all historical data very efficiently as required.

Our innovative and unparalleled approach to being able to automatically extract and report line item detail 

from PDF invoices underpins Trellis’s core capability, ensuring users have a ‘single source of truth’ and to 

utilise this to drive transparency, collaboration and trust amongst internal and external cross divisional 

groups and stakeholders, critical to the sustainability journey. See Figure Three below. 

It also enables a simple and effective data integration method, which is direct interception of invoices via 

email at the same time invoices are issued to councils for payment. See Figure Four. 

Figure 3: Invoices provide a rich stream of information across many business areas, which can be unlocked 

with Trellis. 

Our product vision is to deliver ‘real-time business’ in terms of immediate invoice processing and reporting 

across all invoice types, providing ‘full visibility of impact and spend’ has quickly attracted customers from 

other prominent carbon / energy systems in the market. 
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Figure Four provides a simplified schematic of the data flow and expanding cross divisional benefits from 

utilising Trellis. 

Figure 4: Trellis integration and business area benefits schematic 
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5.0 Our experience 

To date Trellis has captured and reported over $1b in transactions and 4.5MtCO2-e from over 80 electricity, 

gas, fuel, waste, refrigerant gases, corporate travel, bitumen, asphalt and other goods/service providers 

nationally. Activity associated with providing community infrastructure and services (Local Government) 

supporting over 9% of Australia’s population and 10% of tertiary education student numbers are captured 

and reported in Trellis. 

Trellis customers are at the forefront of sustainability in their fields. Some recent customer success stories 

include Brisbane Airport Corporation who were the 2018 recipient of the international ‘Airports Going Green 

Awards’ and Beyond Bank’s recent BCorp certification and reporting, the only Australian bank to have 

achieved this thus far.  

DSquared Consulting Pty Ltd recently (Jan 19) achieved carbon neutral certification under the National 

Carbon Offset Standard (NCOS) and Australia’s first two Universities (Charles Sturt University, NSW) and 

second (University of Tasmania, TAS) also achieved NCOS certification with Trellis.  

Organisations certified under NCOS are subject to rigorous assurance audits by 3rd party auditors. Auditors 

review Scope 1, 2 and 3 inclusions/exclusions, justifications, materiality, data sources, source records, 

systems and applied emissions factors. Auditors regularly access Trellis for respective customer needs and 

we are happy to facilitate this, whether it be for NCOS, NGER Act audits, NABERS, B-Corp or other audits 

such as energy efficiency audits and the like.  

Experience in working alongside these organisations and many more on their journeys, to be part of their 

achievements and continual learnings be it sustainability focussed, account management or cost control, 

puts our experience along our deep technical software development knowledge and skill at the forefront of 

positive disruption with Trellis SaaS.  

Below is a brief case study from Georges River Council, NSW. 

Case Study: Georges River Council & Trellis 

Georges River Council, located in Southern Sydney, has a population of approximately 156,000 residents 
and encompasses a total land area of approximately 38 square kilometers. 

Georges River Council has used the data management system Trellis since 2015. Bridget Corcoran, Senior 
Sustainability Officer, has been using the software for the past year and believes the system is providing 
significant value to Council. Bridget provided the following comments on the system: 

“The Trellis utilities management system provides Council with the ability to track water, gas and electricity 
use across all of its sites including civic buildings, parks and ovals. The system automatically reads Council’s 
utilities bills as they become available, and records all necessary information from the bills. Trellis recently 
established an email forwarding system alongside our Accounts team, to minimise the time lag in receiving 
bills. The system allows multiple users, with the ability to make users administrative or ‘view only’. 

The system interface is attractive and simple to use, making the process of obtaining summary data (such as 
consumption over a particular period) pain-free. The system allows generation of custom reports such as 
year-on year comparisons, periodic reports and cost summaries. The data collected within Trellis is 
extremely versatile, meaning you can create reports specific to your needs. The consumption reports have 
been particularly useful for the Sustainability team, especially in reviewing those Council sites with high 
energy consumption and comparing them year on year. Once a report is created, it can easily be exported to 
Excel format for further analysis. 

Trellis also has a useful dashboard which highlights bill exceptions on a map allowing for easy identification 
of bill issues or leaks. This has immense value to Building and Asset Management teams. 
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Recently the Sustainability team has presented the value of Trellis to other departments across Council, and 
it is hoped that the system can be adopted as a single ‘source of truth’ for utilities consumption and costs. 
So far the other departments have been extremely receptive to the system, seeing its capabilities and the 
value it can deliver. The ability to add custom fields to each asset/facility entry will allow multiple 
stakeholders within Council to generate useful custom reports, for example, “cost of electricity for leased 
sites between July 2016 and June 2017. 

The system also has the ability to track (behind-the-meter) ‘feed in’ from Council sites with solar PV, to allow 
on-site generated renewable electricity to be accurately accounted for and reported. 

The customer service has been excellent. The Trellis team respond quickly to queries and is willing to spend 
time explaining concepts to those not completely familiar with the system. Trellis are very helpful in 
ensuring the system is kept up to date, that it reflects all existing sites, and that its functions serve Council’s 
needs.” 

Having access to a good data management system has allowed Georges River Council to shift its focus from 
managing data to using this data to obtain strategic insights, to streamline reporting across multiple 
departments and to drive sustainability outcomes. 

Our nominated referees are included in Table One below. Table Two provides a sample list and description 

of current clients. 

Table 1: Referees 
Referee 1 Referee 2 

Name: Ryan Halyburton 
Title: Green Buildings Program Officer 
Organisation: City of Onkaparinga 
Email: Ryan.Halyburton@onkaparinga.sa.gov.au 
Phone: (08) 8488 2014 

Name: Ann Gibbons 
Title: Environment Sustainability Manager 
Organisation: City of Marion 
Email: ann.gibbons@marion.sa.gov.au 
Phone: (08) 8375 6857 

Referee 3 Referee 4 

Name: Daniela Ramirez 
Title: Senior Sustainability Officer 
Organisation: Georges River Council  
Email: dramirez@georgesriver.nsw.gov.au 
Phone: +61 293 306 171 

Name: Wayne Shore 
Title: Services Engineer – Facility Management 
Organisation: University of South Austral 
Email: Wayne.Shore@unisa.edu.au 
Phone: 08 8302 2708 

mailto:Ryan.Halyburton@onkaparinga.sa.gov.au
mailto:ann.gibbons@marion.sa.gov.au
mailto:dramirez@georgesriver.nsw.gov.au
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Table 2: Sample Trellis Customers 

CLIENT SERVICES CLIENT SERVICES 
Brisbane Airport Corporation: Trellis License 
and upload of utility data for all 150 meters 
inclusive of 35 electricity accounts and 140 water 
accounts. Includes integration of embedded 
network files, fuel, gas, waste and other purchased 
items. Reports generated for NGER, Airport 
Carbon Accreditation (ACA) and CSR. 

The University of Adelaide, SA: One of the Group 
of Eight Universities (G8), who utilise Trellis for 
electricity, fuel, gas, water and waste data 
integration across 130 facilities administered 
inclusive of 70 electricity accounts, and 85 water 
accounts. 

Town of Gawler, SA: Trellis license and upload of 
all utility and other activity data across 151 
facilities/assets including electricity, gas, water and 
waste 

University of Sunshine Coast: Trellis License and 
upload of utility data for various  facilities across 
QLD including Scope 1, 2 and 3 emissions reporting. 

Beyond Bank Australia, National: Trellis License 
and upload of utility data for 75 national facilities 
administered inclusive of electricity accounts and 
water accounts. 

Knight Frank Australia: Trellis License and 
intelligence roll out for Premium, A and B Class 
properties, as well as back end state-of market 
insights relevant to benchmarking utility usage, 
costs, emissions and asset classes 

Georges River Council, NSW: Trellis License and 
upload of utility data for all 250 facilities 
administered inclusive of 120 electricity accounts, 
120 water accounts and 20 gas accounts 

SA Government, Department of Environment & 
Water: Trellis License and data integration for 
Department of Environment and Water’s operations 
in South Australia. Includes Scope 1, 2 and some 
Scope 3 emissions 

Maribyrnong City Council, VIC: Trellis License 
and upload of utility data for all 220 facilities 
administered inclusive of 80 electricity accounts, 
330 water accounts, 10 gas accounts and 200 
transport fuel accounts. 

City of Onkaparinga, SA: Trellis License and 
upload of utility data for all 218 facilities administered 
inclusive of 200 electricity accounts and 10 natural 
gas accounts. 

City of Marion, SA: Trellis license for integration 
and reporting of 126 facilities including electricity, 
gas , fuel, waste, water and other items. Tracking 
LED streetlighting projects for generation of 
ACCUs 

City of Norwood Payneham & St Peters, SA: 
Trellis license for integration of all utility data 

City of West Torrens, SA: Trellis license for 
integration and reporting of 96 facilities including 
electricity, gas , fuel, waste, water and other items 

Adelaide Hills Council, SA: Trellis license and data 
integration for electricity, gas, fuel, water and waste. 
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6.0 On-boarding with Trellis SaaS - Seamless integration and 

continuity  

A straight forward and efficient five step on-boarding process is outlined in Figure Five below. 

Importantly we will integrate up to 12 months of data from invoice records and additional years of 

historical data from any pre-existing systems, as required. 

Figure 5: 5 Step On-boarding Process 

Appendix One provides a breakdown of the proposed project schedule and key deliverables in more 

detail. Importantly, from the commencement of our services (receipt of PO) we will work closely with 

the participating council(s) to ensure accurate alignment and configuration of the data capture and 

reporting aspects to be reflected in the Service Level Agreement (See Appendix Two). The Service 

Level Agreement (SLA) links to Trellis and sets out the key data and structure attributes Trellis will 

reflect, as well as the levels of service and requirements for both parties for the contracted period.  

We will maintain and review the forwarding email setup to continue to receive duplicate copies of 

electronic bills (and other files) at the same time these are issued to participating councils for 

payment. We will also maintain and establish access to various data portals as required (where 

invoicing not available) and establish linkages with additional data sources in the most efficient way 

for participating councils.   

Regular liaison with the Trellis team will continue to ensure any evolving needs are understood and 

applied. We will also review needs/priorities of the participating councils and communicate 

developmental progress at scheduled meetings, maximising efficiency in working with participating 

councils. 

STEP 1 Council raises Purchase Order 

STEP 2
Council provides a list of operated facilities / assets 

(we will provide a template for this)

STEP 3
Council setups simple invoice auto-forwarding email 

(we will help you with this)

STEP 4
Kick off meeting to fine tune workflows and setup auto 

notifications & reporting

LoginSTEP 5
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7.0 Value added services 

‘State of’ Reporting 

In addition to the standard insights and reporting in Trellis, we propose to deliver an annual ‘State of’ 

report, which draws on the insights and data contained in Trellis across the participating councils.  

The content and timing of the release of these reports will be fine-tuned with participating councils 

through group and individual engagement.  

Our experience in delivering sectoral based reports and using consistent financial grade data (from 

invoicing) to underpin the reporting, will be invaluable for the participating councils in building trust 

and credibility in the sharing and utilisation of information to drive change and far reaching benefits. 

The ‘State of’ Reporting, will aim to assist participating councils to: 

- Identify appropriate benchmarks for standardising differences between participating councils

- Compare differences in emissions generation, energy usage and costs at the corporate level,
facility / asset class / group and individual facility / asset / supplier levels

- Compare various emissions and energy management goals/ targets in context with related areas
of investment

- Compare implemented project types, quantities and effectiveness

The ‘State of’ annual report will be an evolving document, driven by participating Councils. The annual 
report will be authored by Trellis Technologies Director and CTO, Professor Anthony Cheshire.  

Streetlighting - Network vs Retailer 

Trellis’s ability to extract data from any PDF electronic invoices means that we can efficiently extract 

and report information from any ancillary provider such as a network providers monthly streetlight 

tariff invoice. From these Trellis can track light type changes over time (See Figure Six) and compare 

/ link consumption estimates to invoices issued to councils by the retailers. Figure Seven 

demonstrates a common issue and cost saving opportunity for councils where street lighting light type 

changes reflected in network tariff invoices, aren’t promptly reflected in unmetered consumption 

estimates applied by retailer(s) invoicing and hence possible over charges.  

Invoice / Supplier management 

Trellis’s ability to extract data from any PDF electronic invoices means that we can efficiently extract 

and report information related to any account, supplier, period, number of invoices etc. This enables 

valuable insight into suppliers, detection of meters, which are newly opened, closed, being charged 

for connection only and other supplier and meter characteristics. Additionally, through our fast 

processing timeframes, we can streamline the bill approval process and largely automate. The 

approach to this varies between councils, typically not a ‘one size fits all’ and would be a key area of 

exploration with participating councils under this project.  
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Figure 6: Tracking Streetlighting Lamp type changes 

Figure 7: Highlighting a lag in reduced consumption from light type changes in retailer billing 
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8.0 Trellis Overview 

The following section provides a general overview of Trellis features. 

User Access 

There is no organisational limit to the number of users and Trellis systems have been developed to 

ensure performance isn’t compromised with multiple user access at any one time. Trellis sets three 

possible levels of access being Viewer, User and Manager with each having varying access and edit 

allowances. 

Automatic notifications of any report structure and invoice exceptions can also be established to avoid 

the need for users to login. 

Setting Up 

The setup process simply requires approval to continue with data processing for the next period. 

Once approved, setup configuration will be reviewed and updated (where required) with the Data 

Implementation Plan and then data and reporting will follow in an automated way. 

Dashboard 

The Dashboard in Trellis allows each user to quickly focus in on the issues/data they are seeking to 

address. All activities can be aggregated/filtered or disaggregated, as required by flexible time 

periods, asset/meter inclusions, business unit or group, emissions or resource types.  

Various tools such as tree map widget provide a quick drill down into business units or facility groups. 

The ‘Top facilities’ lists the top 10 facilities by cost, consumption or emissions, the ‘Activity log’ widget 

highlights the number of data files processed and new records etc and data completeness donut 

shows completeness progress. 

Figure 8: Screenshot demonstrating dashboard summary. 

Reporting 
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Trellis reporting is set up with each type of report generating in its entirety on selecting the report. The 

“Customise” function allows the users to always customise the ‘Report By’, Dates and “Filters” for 

each report allowing the further refinement of the information presented in each report. In this way all 

reports are able to be directly tailored to the scope required (whole of organisation, business unit, 

supplier, meter, resource type etc). See Figure 9 below.  

Figure 9: “Customise” flexible configuration 

Once a report is setup it can be saved as a ‘Favourite’, which ensures each time a user logs in, you 

can access this format without having to re-establish it manually. There is no limit on the number of 

‘Favourite’ reports established. 

The reports present initially as a table on the screen but are all able to be graphed by selecting the 

graphing tool in the menu bar. All graphs have customisable displays and can be downloaded or 

printed in the preferred file format of the user. All reports generated within Trellis (including 

‘Favourites’) are able to be automatically emailed (pushed) to nominated personnel, as required. Data 

loaded in the system can be exported at all times to Excel.  

Summary Report 

Trellis provides a quick summary report which sets out the consumption, emissions, energy and cost 

between two user defined data ranges. Reporting can be prioritised and segmented by two 

sequentially applied variables as is preferred by the end user from the options inclusive of: Meter, 

Facility, Business Unit, Agency, Division, Factor, Resource Type, Provider and Charge Type. Over 

100 report variations are possible via the ‘setup’ TAB in the summary report alone. 

Figure 10: Screenshot demonstrating summary reporting of by a facilities as the primary variable, 

resource type as the secondary variable 
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Figure 11: Sceenshot demonstrating summary reporting graphing, selected facility groups for 

comparison 

Periodic Report 

Periodic reporting provides the same set up and options for reporting as per the Summary report, 

however it generates periodic interim data to enable profile analysis for each data point. That is, for 

the period reports, once a start date is selected, the user then selects if they would like to view the 

data from that point onwards either weekly, monthly, quarterly or annually and this is provided in the 

report.  

Figure 12: Screenshot demonstrating periodic reporting, electricity consumption per facility, monthly. 

Historical & Baseline Comparisons 
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Comparisons to the previous reporting period, nominated baselines periods or future targets is 

available within Trellis. As per the set up for all reporting, the user can determine the reporting period, 

the data that is compared and further refine this to specific items of interest.  

Baseline comparison reports in tabular form include the absolute and percentage differences between 

the periods compared. This allows the user to determine if the year on year comparison is material or 

likely just normal fluctuation in the context of the resource use, facility and facility group. 

Figure 13: Screenshot demonstrating a FY15 to FY18 comparison of energy consumption (GJ)) 

including total change and % for select facility groups. 

Figure 14: Screenshot demonstrating year on year comparisons of kWh 14/15, 15/16, 16/17, 17/18. 

Exception Reporting 

To provide a strong utility cost governance framework, Trellis has automated exception reporting 

functionality built in. A quick indication of the performance of a facility is the cost and consumption of 

the same facility for the same period in the prior year. This comparison provides for the seasonal 

consumption of utilities in terms of cost and consumption. The user defines the preferred threshold 

(set as a percentage) and the date range of interest and Trellis returns a report of all invoices within 

that period where the year on year consumption or cost exceed the user set threshold. The report 

also provides a copy of each of the invoices linked to the data entry for ease of access in investigating 

any changes. 
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This report is designed to allow quick analysis of potential cost and consumption issues across large 

portfolios of facilities with diverse utility usage, summarising the potential issues for the user in an 

easy to use reference report. 

Users can be linked with specific facilities and exception reports automatically emailed to these users 

or responsible officers for the management and monitoring of sites.  

Figure 15: Screenshot demonstrating exception reporting, threshold set at ±20% difference in year on 

year cost and consumption. Original bill files can be launched by clicking on the Hypertext links in the 

report. 

Invoice explorer 

This report is designed to allow further interrogation of invoices to determine cost and consumption 

trends and the ability to drill into line item charges and bill components. Importantly via this report bills 

can be easily downloaded via clickable links. Figure 15 illustrates a Community Centre and with 

consumption peaks during colder months and an overall increase trend from FY15 through FY18. 

Figure 16: Screenshot demonstrating invoice explorer charting option across a set period 
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Energy production report 

This report summarises electricity ‘feed-in’ as extracted directly from related invoices and ‘behind the 

meter’ production where relevant and integrated. Largely developed for clients with extensive solar 

PV, co-generation, diesel generators and tri-generation looking to capture the full consumption net of 

grid usage and for compliance reporting under the National Greenhouse & Energy Reporting Act.  

Figure 17: Electricity production report highlighting ‘feed in’ or ‘Exported to grid’. 

Designated benchmarking intelligence 

Trellis allows the user to specify the benchmark information they wish to track and then provides a 

convenient upload format for the information. Benchmarks can currently be applied at the Inventory or 

Facility level. This can be easily expanded to include the desired benchmark applications for ICC. 

Benchmarks can have a start and end date applied to allow for the change in these over time. All 

summary and periodic reporting are then able to be benchmarked immediately with the relevant 

benchmark applied to each time period. 

Through this project, it is expected that further benchmarking exploration and insight will occur 

between agencies to allow for cross agency information sharing and learnings to drive further 

efficiencies and cost reductions in utility costs. 

Push email notifications 

Trellis allows designated users such as authorising officers, building owners, tenants, auditors and 

others to receive specific notifications and attachments from Trellis via automatic email.  This can 

include bill attachments and configured reports. 

Ensuring Data is Complete and Current 

Trellis will designate a Data and Customer Liaison Officer to ensure your data is up to date and 

current consistent with the agreed Data Implementation Plan. We will actively request invoice data 

from your utility and other service providers whenever this is not automatically provided in accordance 

with the established protocols. We utilise two reports available to all users of Trellis to facilitate 

ensuring you data is complete and current. Firstly Trellis tracks the average frequency for which each 

account is billed by each utility provider based on the information loaded in the system to date. This 

helps establish the practical expectations for the frequency in which each account is billed i.e. 

monthly, quarterly, other. 
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Figure 18: Screenshot of the Trellis "Data Plan" report showing frequency which billing has actually 
being received 

Secondly the “Data Coverage” report provides a summary of the number of days in each month for 

which data is currently loaded in Trellis. It updates as data is received, highlighting where an invoice 

has yet to have been received at the meter level. This prompts either follow up from Trellis to 

determine if the meter has been closed, if the account is late to be issued or if there has been a meter 

replaced. It also allows the user an update of exactly what data is currently available in the system for 

their reporting obligations. The report can be easily customised to focus on particular set of facilities, 

for a specific retailer. Users can establish a “favourite” report and arrange for it to be emailed them 

periodically to streamline the monitoring of invoices available in Trellis. Note, Trellis does not apply 

estimated data as a replacement for actuals. With our short data processing timeframe estimates are 

typically not required. 

Figure 19: Screenshot of the "Data Coverage" Report in Trellis. 
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File Formats 

The Trellis automated bill reader system eliminates transcription errors by automatically capturing and 

reading electronic PDF utility bills or csv files, as they are received, creating a robust and verifiable 

data set.  

We capture all relevant information provided on the bill, inclusive of meter reference indicators, costs, 

(including all network and retail charges) consumption data, location details and billing period 

information. Because billing data changes, we do not predetermine what the charges should and 

shouldn’t be, but rather read the bill as it arrives and reflect any new charges in the system. 

Wherever source data is provided to Trellis that is not in either a readable PDF (eg a scanned pdf), or 

spreadsheet, this data is manually uploaded by Trellis staff. This might include excel spreadsheets, e-

mails and so forth.  

Trellis provides the opportunity for users with editing privileges to either directly enter data into the 

system through a template form or to perform a bulk upload function through a provided excel 

template. The bulk upload functionality enables quick and easy upload of source data with all 

instructions directly provided in Trellis with the download template. 

Figure 20: Screenshot of the Data area of Trellis providing a listing of each bill loaded into Trellis with 
the relevant invoice file (PDF) attached and accessible within the system. This allows tracking by 
account. 
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Figure 21: Screenshot of the Invoice Reporting area showing the allocation of individual invoices by 
Meter against a Facility and ability to ‘view bill’ via link, which launches the PDF bill at the relevant 
page (where a consolidated bill has many pages). 

Audit History Tracking 

Each and every field of data in Trellis has an independent change tracking log which records the time, 

date and person who has uploaded and/or altered each field. 

We have identified in the Trellis Development Framework, the need to archive these reports after 30 

days. These archived reports can be provided to participating contract manager(s). 

Figure 22: Screenshot to demonstrate data change history tracking for a facility listing 
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9.0 Help when you need it 

We are available during normal business hours to answer your queries regarding your files and are 

committed to pro-active engagement and management through a dedicated Customer / Data 

Manager. We have provided various avenues for your staff to contact us and to provide information 

regarding Trellis inclusive of: 

• A downloadable help manual within Trellis;

• A downloadable factors and methods workbook which sets out all reference data for the

emissions factors;

• The ability to e-mail our system administrator directly through Trellis;

• A dedicated Client Manager available to answer your queries; and

• Our office is open during business hours and all staff can answer your queries.

Please note that all system errors are e-mailed through to the Program Developer as they occur, 

allowing our timely response to any system issues as you encounter them. 

10.0 Security, service and privacy 

Customer information is stored on servers located in Digital Pacific's Sydney data centre. Digital 

Pacific are a member of the Australian Government Cloud Services Panel, meaning that they are 

approved to provide services to federal agencies and audited according to the requirements of the 

Protective Security Policy Framework (PSPF; https://www.protectivesecurity.gov.au). 

Backups are stored using Amazon S3, a Certified Cloud Service under the Information Security 

Registered Assessors Program (IRAP; https://www.asd.gov.au/infosec/irap.htm). 

Our recovery point objective (RPO), the maximum length of time for which data may be lost in the 

event of a serious incident, is 12 hours, with full system backups taken twice daily. 

In the event of a major incident which causes the primary servers to be unusable, our recovery time 

objective (RTO) is 24 hours. 

Trellis software is utilised under license to a customer. All customer information and data is kept 

strictly confidential and remains the property of the customer. Full CSV exports of all data can be 

produced at regular intervals and provided for download via secure FTP for the client's own backup 

purposes. 

Connections to the Trellis application are encrypted and authenticated using a strong protocol (TLS 

1.2), a strong key exchange (ECDHE_RSA with P-256), and a strong cipher (AES_128_GCM). 

Trellis Technologies will provide 24 hour notice of any planned maintenance which will result in Trellis 

being unavailable for longer than 1 hour during business hours. We will attempt to maintain an uptime 

(exclusive of scheduled maintenance) of 99.9% or greater. 

Help desk support is available between 8:00 am to 6:00 pm on business days. 

Specific ICT Conditions Of Contract to be a signed as part of contract. 

https://www.protectivesecurity.gov.au/
https://www.asd.gov.au/infosec/irap.htm
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11.0 Fees 

Table Three below provides a breakdown of the Trellis engagement detail included within this 

service. Each individual participating council, will enter into a Service Level Agreement with Trellis 

Technologies. 

Table Four provides the fee structure per council based on https://www.abs.gov.au/ residential 

population estimates. 

Annual fees are subject to CPI adjustment. 

Table Five, provides a breakdown of proposed fee to integrate other data sources, such as from solar 

PV or sub-metering of behind the meter energy production. 

Table 3: Engagement detail 

Engagement Component Detail 

Trellis License 

License & Reporting ➢ Unlimited user access
➢ Training
➢ Support
➢ Security
➢ Data Implementation Plan
➢ System configuration & maintenance
➢ Quarterly meetings with individual councils
➢ Annual group meeting reviewing and developing ‘State of’ reporting
➢ Annual State of Report (or similar)
➢ Streetlighting Network vs Provider comparison reporting

Invoice (and other) source data integration 

Electricity ➢ Any retailer provider via original electronic PDF invoices (monthly /
quarterly)

Network (S/Lighting) ➢ Via original electronic PDF invoices (monthly)

Natural Gas ➢ Any retailer provider via original electronic PDF invoices (monthly /
quarterly)

Mains Water ➢ Via either original electronic PDF invoices OR quarterly spreadsheets

Transport and stationary fuel ➢ Any fuel provider via either original electronic PDF invoices OR monthly
import from fuel provider portal

Waste (corporate & community) ➢ Any waste providers via original electronic PDF invoices

Business travel (flights) ➢ Any data format either invoices from corporate travel provider or

spreadsheet summaries from councils (monthly)

Business travel (taxis) ➢ Spend provided as spreadsheets from finance system (Monthly)

Paper / stationary ➢ Any paper / stationary provider via original electronic invoices (monthly)

Table 4: Fee structure per council per annum based on Table 4 inclusions 

https://www.abs.gov.au/
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Council 
Population Estimate FY16. Source: 

https://www.abs.gov.au/ 

Annual Fee .50c per head of 

population 

($ ex-GST) 

Strathbogie Shire 10,645 

Murrindindi Shire 13,732 

Shire of Towong 5,985 

Benalla Shire 13,861 

Total (ex-GST) Prices redacted

Table 5: Additional Service / connection fees 

Engagement Component Detail Fee ($ ex-GST) 

Interval data integration via source 

➢ Interval meter data from sub-
metering

➢ Integration and reporting of sub-
metering data (monthly)

➢ Prices redacted

➢ Interval meter data from behind
the meter energy production
(Solar PV)

➢ Integration and reporting of
behind the meter production

➢ Prices redacted

. 

https://www.abs.gov.au/
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12.0 Appendix 1: Workplan to be executed with each individual participating council 

Milestone Key deliverable 
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Trellis License and Data capture services 
activated 

Purchase Order submitted to TT by participating council. Service 
Level Agreement draft provided to council. 

Review and update Data Implementation 
Plan (DIP) 

DIP drafted and finalised for year one (FY2020). TT map in Trellis. 

Contract commencement meeting (on-site) Review team data/reporting priorities (on-site meeting) and update 
SLA as required. 

Council provide list of facilities, maters and 
project detail 

Council operations mapped in Trellis 

Establish forwarding email. Review 
accounts and completeness. 

Forwarding email established. All invoices being forwarded to 
data@yourtrellis.com (or similar email) 

Historical data integrated Historical data integrated into Trellis 

Provide training to Council user groups Group training provided 

Finance system integration workshop with 
finance unit and other stakeholders 

AP workflow mapped 

Implement integration Trellis data provided in required formats at agree intervals 

Quarterly progress meeting Review team data/reporting priorities 

Invoices via forwarding email captured and 
processed as received. QAQC checked 
and reported in Trellis 

Electricity, gas, water, waste and other invoices captured, QAQC 
checked and reported in Trellis 

Monthly or quarterly data (where not 
invoicing) from suppliers integrated 

Non-invoice data integrated monthly or quarterly as required 

Provide notification of billing exceptions 
(via email) 

Billing exception +/-20% reporting provided on periodic basis. 

Helpdesk support (on-going) Helpdesk support (on-going) 

State of Reporting Participating council workshop 

State of Reporting  Report submitted annually by 31st October 

mailto:data@yourtrellis.com
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13.0 Appendix 2: Service Level Agreement (SLA) example 

SERVICE LEVEL AGREEMENT (SLA) for Participating Customer by 

Trellis Technologies Pty Ltd 

Period From To 

TBD 01 July 2019 TBD 

Approval 

(By signing below, all Approvers agree to all terms and conditions outlined in this Agreement.) 

Approvers Role Signed Approval Date 

Trellis Technologies Pty Ltd CEO, Service 
Provider 

Participating Council (name) Customer 
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1. Agreement Overview

This Agreement represents a Service Level Agreement (“SLA” or “Agreement”) between Trellis
Technologies Pty Ltd. (Trellis Technologies) and Participating Council (the Customer) for the
provisioning of software services required to support and sustain Trellis Software as a Service
(Trellis).

This Agreement remains valid until superseded by a revised agreement mutually endorsed by the
stakeholders.

2. Goals & Objectives

The purpose of this Agreement is to ensure that the proper elements and commitments are in
place to provide consistent software service support and delivery to the Customer(s) by the
Service Provider(s).

The objectives of this Agreement are to: 

o Clearly identify, accountability, roles and/or responsibilities for Trellis Technologies and
the Customer.

o Present a clear, concise and measurable description of service provision to the customer.

3. Stakeholders

The following Service Provider(s) and Customer(s) will be used as the basis of the Agreement and
represent the primary stakeholders associated with this SLA:

Software Service Provider(s): Trellis Technologies Pty Ltd. (“Provider”) 
Software Customer(s): Participating Council <NAME> (“Customer”) 
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4. Periodic Review

This Agreement is valid from the Approval Date outlined herein and is valid for the period of the
Trellis license or until further notice. This Agreement should be reviewed in alignment with Trellis
license periods or as otherwise agreed.

The Trellis Technologies CEO is responsible for facilitating regular reviews of this document.
Contents of this document may be amended as required, provided mutual agreement is obtained
from the primary stakeholders and communicated to all affected parties. The Document Owner
will incorporate all subsequent revisions and obtain mutual agreements/approvals as required.

5. Service Agreement

The following detailed service parameters are the responsibility of the Service Provider in the
ongoing support of this Agreement.

5.1.  Service Scope

The following Services are covered by this Agreement; 

o Provide access to Trellis
o Maintenance of emissions factors and calculations
o Maintain system uptime
o Provide telephone support during AEST business hours
o Provide monitored email support
o Process and integrate invoice and other data listed in Schedule 1 within <5 business

days (from receipt)
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5.2.  Customer Responsibilities 

Customer responsibilities and/or requirements in support of this Agreement include: 

o Establishment auto forwarding email for relevant invoices and data streams within 14
days of Data Implementation Plan acceptance

o Maintain auto forwarding email to ensure invoices are forwarded on an on-going
basis

o Nominate a contact person to work with the Service Provider to manage data gaps
o Upon receiving notification from the Service Provider that a data gap exists, obtain

and forward relevant data files
o Provide complete facility / asset lists for setup
o Provision of all other required data in agreed format at agreed timing
o Issue and maintain user accounts / passwords
o Notify Service Provider of account or contract changes related to included data
o Co-ordinate user training as required
o Provide key contact details for IT and Finance key personnel related to forwarding

email setup and contract changes

5.3.   Service Provider Responsibilities 

Service Provider responsibilities and/or requirements in support of this Agreement include: 

o Meet response times associated with service related support.
o Notify Customer of data gaps, which may represent invoices that have not been

forwarded to the Service Provider for processing, within 5 business days of them
being recorded as a legitimate data gap. Note, gaps are legitimised in Trellis 28 days
after the end date for the last invoice period to allow for invoice issuance timing
(typically 2-3 weeks after end date of last invoice period).

o Notify Customer in advance (minimum 5 business days) of all scheduled
maintenance

o Process invoices and load data received via forwarding email; 95% if all invoices
within 5 business days and 100% within 10 business days

o Notify the Customer where invoice processing is necessarily delayed relative to
agreed service level (e.g. when conflicting data are found or additional information is
required to support processing) and work with Customer to resolve problem.

5.4.  Service Assumptions 

Assumptions related to in-scope services include: 

o Changes to services will be communicated and documented to all stakeholders.
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6. Service Management

Effective support of in-scope services is a result of maintaining consistent service levels. The
following sections provide relevant details on service availability, monitoring of in-scope services
and related components.

6.1.  Service Availability 

Coverage parameters specific to the service(s) covered in this Agreement are as follows: 

o Telephone support: 9:00 A.M. to 5:00 P.M. Monday – Friday AEST
o Calls received out of office hours will be forwarded to a mobile phone and best

efforts will be made to answer / action the call.

o Email support: Monitored 9:00 A.M. to 5:00 P.M. Monday – Friday AEST
o Emails received outside of office hours will be collected, however no action can

be guaranteed until the next working day

o System uptime target of 98.5% monthly

6.2.   Service Requests 

In support of services outlined in this Agreement, the Service Provider will respond to support 
requests submitted by the Customer within the following time frames:  

o Within 24 hours (during business hours) for all support requests issued via
support@yourtrelllis.com

o Immediately for phone support requests via 1300 775 410

mailto:support@yourtrelllis.com
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7. Fees

Schedule One, provides a breakdown of fees for FY20 data services (first year) with future
years subject to annual CPI adjustment.

Schedule One (Example) 

Provider 
Data 
Source 

Information Assets Frequency 
Method of 
receipt 

Fee FY20 
ex-GST 

Fee FY21 
ex-GST 
(plus CPI) 

Electricity 
(AGL, Origin) 

Provider 
invoices 
– AGL

Unmetered 
and metered 
accounts 

4 
unmetere
d 
accounts 

Monthly 
Forwarding 
email 

Provider 
invoices 
– AGL

Small market 
standalone 
accounts 

1 NMI 
As 
received/q
uarterly 

Forwarding 
email 

Provider 
invoices 
– Origin

Small market 
consolidated 
accounts 

112 NMI 
As 
received/q
uarterly 

Forwarding 
email 

Provider 
invoices 
– Origin

Large market 
standalone 
accounts 
(including 
unmetered 
street lighting) 

5 NMIs Monthly 
Forwarding 
email 

Provider 
invoices 
– DPTI

Streetlight 
quantities 
converted into 
kWh based 
on AEMO 
Load Table 

1 
account 

Monthly 
Forwarding 
email 

Provider 
invoices 
– SAPN

Streetlight 
quantities 
converted into 
kWh based 
on AEMO 
Load Table 

1 
account 

Monthly 
Forwarding 
email 

Natural Gas 
(Origin, AGL) 

Provider 
invoices 
– Origin

Small market 
standalone 
accounts 

5 MIRNs Quarterly 
Forwarding 
email 

Provider 
invoices 
– AGL

Small market 
standalone 
accounts 

1 MIRN Quarterly 
Forwarding 
email 

Transport Fuel 

Transact
ion 
report – 
Caltex 

Obtained 
from Caltex 
portal by TT. 
4 
spreadsheets 
per year. 

5 waste 
truck 
accounts 
250 fleet 
accounts 

Monthly 
Obtained 
from portal 
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Provider 
Data 
Source 

Information Assets Frequency 
Method of 
receipt 

Fee FY20 
ex-GST 

Fee FY21 
ex-GST 
(plus CPI) 

Water Usage 
Sydney
Water 

Integration of 
CIQR report 

457 
Meters 

Quarterly 
Forwarding 
email 

Flights and 
taxis 

Finance 
unit 

$ spend on 
taxis and 
flight from-to 
and date of 
travel. 
Provided in 
excel broken 
down by 
month 

NA Bi-annual 

Submitted 
to 
data@yourtr

ellis.com 

Solo 
Provider 
invoices 

Waste 
collection 
(Landfill, GO 
and recycling) 

NA Monthly 

Submitted 
to 
data@yourtr

ellis.com 

All Bulk 
Provider 
invoices 

GO collection 
and hard 
waste 
transport and 
recycling 

NA Monthly 

Submitted 
to 
data@yourtr

ellis.com 

Cleanaway 
Provider 
invoices 

Medical 
waste 

NA Monthly 

Submitted 
to 
data@yourtr

ellis.com 

Toxfree 
Provider 
invoices 

Battery 
recycling 

NA Monthly 

Submitted 
to 
data@yourtr

ellis.com 

Beaurepairs 
Provider 
invoices 

Tyre recycling NA 
As 
required 

Submitted 
to 
data@yourtr

ellis.com 

EnviroSweep 

Provider 
invoices 

Street 
sweepings 

Monthly 

Submitted 
to 
data@yourtr

ellis.com 

Spreads
heet 

Fuel from 
trucks (fuel 
type and 
quantity) 

NA Monthly 

Submitted 
to 
data@yourtr

ellis.com 

Veolia 
Provider 
invoices 

C&D waste 
and (Scrap 
steel, Road 

NA Weekly 

Submitted 
to 
data@yourtr

ellis.com 

mailto:data@yourtrellis.com
mailto:data@yourtrellis.com
mailto:data@yourtrellis.com
mailto:data@yourtrellis.com
mailto:data@yourtrellis.com
mailto:data@yourtrellis.com
mailto:data@yourtrellis.com
mailto:data@yourtrellis.com
mailto:data@yourtrellis.com
mailto:data@yourtrellis.com
mailto:data@yourtrellis.com
mailto:data@yourtrellis.com
mailto:data@yourtrellis.com
mailto:data@yourtrellis.com
mailto:data@yourtrellis.com
mailto:data@yourtrellis.com
mailto:data@yourtrellis.com
mailto:data@yourtrellis.com
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Provider 
Data 
Source 

Information Assets Frequency 
Method of 
receipt 

Fee FY20 
ex-GST 

Fee FY21 
ex-GST 
(plus CPI) 

Base, Soil 
and wood) 

 

Drum Muster 

Provider 
invoices 
or 
spread 
sheet 

Re-use 
containers 

NA Monthly 

Submitted 
to 
data@yourtr

ellis.com 
 

  

Waste Oil 

Provider 
invoices 
or 
spread 
sheet 

Waste oil 
recycling from 
Melrose Park 
Depot 

NA Ad-hoc 

Submitted 
to 
data@yourtr

ellis.com 
 

  

ResourceCo 
Provider 
invoices 

Domestic 
waste 
disposal to 
landfill 

NA Weekly 

Submitted 
to 
data@yourtr

ellis.com 
 

  

East Waste 

Provider 
invoices 

Hard Waste, 
GO and 
Recycling  

NA Monthly 

Submitted 
to 
data@yourtr

ellis.com 
 

  

Spread 
sheet 

Fuel from 
trucks (fuel 
type and 
quantity) 

NA Monthly 

Submitted 
to 
data@yourtr

ellis.com 
 

Solar interval 
Spread 
sheet 

Solar interval 
data 

3 existing Monthly 

Submitted 
to 
data@yourtr

ellis.com 
 

  

All waste provider setup (Solo, All Bulk, Cleanaway, Toxfree, Beaurepairs, 
Envirosweep, Veolia, Drim Muster, Waste Oil, ResourceCo and East Waste) 

 

  

Trellis License   

   

The following schedule outlines the data inclusions within scope of this agreement. TT = Trellis Technologies receipt email address 
(data@yourtrellis.com), Auto-forward = established auto forward email by customer to data@yourtrellis.com  

 

8. Variations 

 

Any variation to the list in Schedule One may incur additional fees. Any data provided to Trellis 
Technologies is assumed to be final and will be uploaded to the appropriate Trellis inventory and 
facility. Once data has been uploaded, any subsequent changes to the particular data source 
may incur additional fees.  

mailto:data@yourtrellis.com
mailto:data@yourtrellis.com
mailto:data@yourtrellis.com
mailto:data@yourtrellis.com
mailto:data@yourtrellis.com
mailto:data@yourtrellis.com
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Each new provider/supplier (‘Provider’ Column) added incurs a one off $660 fee for setup and 
configuration. In addition to this for electricity and natural gas each additional retail meter, 
interval meter or sub-meter added incurs a $96 (ex-GST) p.a. fee. 

Additional support fees are charged at $220 ex. GST per hour. An estimate of time required to 
complete any variation, and hence total fee, will be provided to the client. Any variations to the 
Service Level Agreement will be pre-agreed between Trellis Technologies and the client before 
they are invoiced or actioned. 
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Trellis Technologies - Commercial-in-confidence 2019

We are a Software as a Service company, which launched in 2016.

We provide our customers with:

The ability to process and interpret 
transaction data, leveraging an existing
single source of truth to gain full visibility on 
impact and spend. 

To date Trellis has processed over $1 billion in transactions across over 80 
suppliers.

Trellis Technologies - Commercial-in-confidence 2019
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Sample customers: 

Trellis Technologies - Commercial-in-confidence 2019

CUSTOMER NEEDS – A FOCUS ON 
COLLABORATION

Invoices provide a rich stream of information relevant to many Business Areas 

FINANCE

Cost ($)
Cost / GL codes
Bill approvals
Budgeting

ENVIRONMENT

Consumption
Cost ($)
tCO2‐e

*Benchmarking
Project tracking

Targets

PROCUREMENT / LEGAL:

Cost ($)
Compare to contract agreed rates

Supplier management
*Benchmarking

Transaction insights

FACILITIES / ASSETS

Cost ($)
Project tracking
Consumption
*Benchmarking

Targets

Trellis Technologies - Commercial-in-confidence 2019
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AUGMENTED TRANSACTION INTELLIGENCE & HOW 
IT WORKS 

accountspayable@council Finance system

Facility / Assets  Environment Procurement Finance

utilities@council

Existing or planned 
Enterprise Business 
Intelligence (EBI) 

System

Add auto‐forwarded email

Trellis Technologies - Commercial-in-confidence 2019

USE CASES
By automating extraction and dissemination of ALL or SELECT information contained within an invoice Trellis can drive 

business intelligence and efficiency across a range of Business Areas including, (but not limited to) the following:

FINANCE

Reduce data entry time
Flag invoice exceptions
Share invoice insights 

Know invoice completeness/coverage
Go live with reporting faster

ENVIRONMENT

Reduce data aggregation time
Rely on compliant tCO2‐e conversions

Identify focus areas
Track projects and initiatives (cost and consumption 

trends)
Set targets (cost and consumption)

Share results
Be audit ready

PROCUREMENT

Go to market data
Quick view number of invoices by supplier
Quick view number of invoices / month

/Discount % applied
Quick view Invoicing by GL / Authorising Officer

Contract budgeted vs spend YTD
Off vs On contract spend
Contract fail indicator

FACILITIES / ASSETS

Reduce data aggregation time
Identify and monitor focus sites 

Monitor projects
Net consumption (billed amount less on‐charged)

Monitor projects (Solar PV, other)
Consumption monitoring

*Benchmarking
Set targets

Access invoices

Trellis Technologies - Commercial-in-confidence 2019
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LGA SA – SECTORAL TRANSACTION INTELLIGENCE

Council A Council B  Council C  Council D 

11 councils in sectoral benchmarking pilot 

Trellis Technologies - Commercial-in-confidence 2019

SECTORAL TRANSACTION INTELLIGENCE

Building A Building B  Building C  Building D 

>4000 buildings

Trellis Technologies - Commercial-in-confidence 2019
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SECTORAL TRANSACTION INTELLIGENCE

Building A Building B  Building C  Building D 

>20 buildings

Trellis Technologies - Commercial-in-confidence 2019

SECTORAL TRANSACTION INTELLIGENCE

Organisation A Organisation B  Organisation C  Organisation D 

>18 organisations

Trellis Technologies - Commercial-in-confidence 2019
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INTEGRATION - ENTERPISE BI
Integration with other business systems via API or other import rules is a critical feature of Trellis

ENTERPRISE BI

CRM ASSET FINANCE TRELLIS

Trellis Technologies - Commercial-in-confidence 2019

INTEGRATION - ENTERPISE BI
Integration with other business systems via API or other import rules is a critical feature of Trellis

ENTERPRISE BI

CRM ASSET FINANCE TRELLIS

Trellis Technologies - Commercial-in-confidence 2019
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EXAMPLE REPORTS
Many 1000’s of report variations are possible in Trellis considering inclusions, time periods, locations, unit of measure, 

suppliers and much more. All reports are able to be setup as ‘favourites’, exportable to excel or PDF and able to be 
automatically emailed to key personnel. 

The Trellis development roadmap is driven by priorities based on customer needs. Many new and exciting features are 
added to our roadmap, which is reviewed and re-prioritised every two weeks under our agile development framework.

Trellis Technologies - Commercial-in-confidence 2019

Network vs Origin

Trellis Technologies - Commercial-in-confidence 2019
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Network vs Origin

Trellis Technologies - Commercial-in-confidence 2019

Network vs Origin

Trellis Technologies - Commercial-in-confidence 2019
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Network vs Origin

Trellis Technologies - Commercial-in-confidence 2019
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Carbon Crunching Councils 
PSG Preliminary Questions for the Finalist Providers 

Trellis 

1. How do you handle fleet and waste data from Council's (i.e. non-utility data but still resource data
that we need for emissions reporting?)

Our preference is to directly intercept electronic invoicing across any category they are wanting to report 
on. Trellis is underpinned by a machine learning AI based approach to extracting line item level data from 
unstructured data such as electronic PDF invoices (and other PDF reports). This is typically our way of 
gathering waste data by contactor, by waste category, by charge type, by quantity, by cost and do the CO2-
e conversions. For fuel we intercept invoicing and various fleet card portals like Caltex of MotoPass etc. 

By preferencing original invoices, we ensure: 

• We capture a single source of truth with all data traceable back to highest order original records

• We can disseminate different pieces of data from an invoice to different internal business areas. For
example procurement might be interested in number of invoices by supplier, total spend YTD by
supplier, number of contracts etc. Finance may just want invoice number and total cost. Environment
team might want the tCO2-e reporting and so on.

• We can make this process data live in less than 5 days from receipt. Most of it appears in Trellis
instantly once we receive the bill but we allow 5 business days for QA.

2. What is the potential for additional data to be included in future (e.g. contractors, projects)?

Just point your invoices at us and we can capture anything really. For behind the meter generation, we 
would seek an automated data file perhaps at a monthly resolution. Keep in mind we get all the feed in off 
the invoice.  

3. What are the implications if a shared platform is entered but then members pull out in future?

The way we would set it up is everyone has their own inventory file, but data can be aggregated in the back 
end, if they want us to do some group comparison reporting etc. They would own their own data, so if they 
want to leave they can at anytime and take their data with them. 

4. Please discuss options for privacy between councils; is it possible to achieve privacy on a shared
platform?

Yes. 

5. Councils advise that if indicative costing has not yet been provided, the effort should be made to do
so prior to presenting.

[Redacted] including on-boarding 
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Category Example question Where to look 

Monitoring 

Analysis 

Reporting 
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Requirement Azility Example 

Collection of 
standard/common 
reports out-of-
the-box 
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Drill-down and 
interactive 
capability 
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Historical 
reporting 
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Comparative 
analysis (month-
month, year-year 
etc) 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

Exporting of 
reports to various 
formats. 
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• 
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Customisable 
Dashboards 
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Customisable 
Reports 
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Raw Data 
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Data Overlays - 
Weather 

Alerts 
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Category Feature 
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Category Feature 
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Category Feature 
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Category Feature 
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Carbon Crunching Councils Summary Report 
April 2019 

1 Introduction 
Carbon Crunching Councils is a collaborative program between Benalla Rural City, Murrindindi Shire, 
Strathbogie Shire and Towong Shire. The program aims to improve the management of utilities and 
ultimately provide a strong foundation on which to progress carbon management across the 
participating Councils. CarbonetiX to commence a Utilities Management project as part of the Carbon 
Crunching Councils program, starting in November 2018.  

2 Baseline Energy Cost 
The table below outlines the 2018 baseline energy cost, consumption and emissions figures, which 
were quantified as part of this project. 

Table 1. 2018 Baseline Energy Figures Across Each Council 

3 Issues 
The most common issues encountered across all councils: 

• Electricity accounts on a sub-optimal retail tariff

• SRO rebates not applied to eligible water accounts

• Incorrect or misleading supply addresses

• Accounts with zero consumption

• Potential water leaks

4 Cost Recovery
Table 2 summarises the cost savings for each council, including forecasted and actual recovered 

savings, and annual avoided costs.    

Table 2. Cost Savings Across Each Council 

Council 
 Forecasted Saving 

Per Annum 
 Actual Recovered 

 Actual Annual 
Avoided Costs 

Strathbogie $   16,612.00 $    780.00 $   4,709.00 

Murrindindi $   10,802.00 $   1,755.00 $    7,690.50 

Benalla $   33,996.00 - - 

Towong $   34,000.00 - - 

Total $   95,410.00 $    2,535.00  $    12,399.50 

Council Consumption (GJ) Annual Cost ($) Emissions (tCO2-e) 

Strathbogie 2,850 205,983 855 

Murrindindi 3,503 220,972 1,051 

Benalla 8,370 397,732 1,967 

Towong 1,226 107,274 357 

Total 15,260 GJ $885,059 4,023 
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5 Recommendations Summary 
• Incorporate robust utility invoice validation and issue investigation processes into standard

utilities management procedures to ensure billing issues are identified and resolved

effectively.

• Implement an auto-bill verification process to reduce reliance and pressures on staff and to

save time.

• Implement a leak management plan to ensure leaks are quickly detected and repaired quickly.

• Consider GIS mapping meters to help identify meter locations and what each meter supplies.

• Continue to undertake energy efficiency and renewable energy upgrades to further reduce

energy costs and emissions.

• Improve data management & environmental reporting to aid in setting emissions reduction

targets and identifying key sites to focus improvements on.

• Ensure Council has robust and collaborative energy contract procurement processes in place

to ensure they stay informed on energy contract matters and can be proactive to

developments in energy markets.

• Incorporate leased accounts onto Council contracts to help reduce utility costs for facility

tenants, by giving them access to Councils greater buying power.
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